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EDITOR’S PREFACE
People are kookes.

Nothing bothers (hem

anymore.

You know theThomp-
son sub-machine Tom
Poston is cradling on
the cover? Well, it was

a wicked looking thing,

a real Chicago type-

writer . . . weighed a

ton. Slide the bolt back,

snak! — press the trig-

ger sner-clonk! . . .

Deadly!

So we kept this chop-

per in the reception

room for a day. Right

out on the coffee table in the main stream of traffic. Mes-
senger boys — letter carriers — salesmen — the coffee kid

. . . they all came by the table and we could just as well

have left a magazine laying there as a machine gun. No-
body batted an eye.

So we took the thing out into the teeming streets, and

walked around awhile.

Nothing.

Next week we’ll try strolling through the bank — H. K

TOM POSTON . . .

whose Valentine Greeting is on our cover and who’s act-
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ing in our fumetti (that’s

an Italian story-telling

technique: see page 15 for

HELPls version) which

tells about what a man
really wants. All the pho-

tographs, fumetti and
cover, were done in two
hours flat, and that’s the

fastest photo session

captivity. Poston blew in

and out of our studios like

a cheerful whirlwind.

And at that, we were

lucky to get him. As the

star of the Broadway mu-
sical, “The Conquering
Hero,” Tom had been re-

hearsing everyday for his »e* bomb

part as the son of a Marine hero whose efforts to emulate
his father bring plenty of hilarious troubles down on him,

his friends and his home town.

SYLVIA MILES . . .

is the sex bomb of all off-Broadway, and the only actress

ever to have appeared in two plays simultaneously. Sylvia

commuted by motor scooter (that alone is enough to jam
traffic) between the first act of “The Balcony” and the

second act of “Camino Real.” She’s still appearing nightly

and voluptuously in “The Balcony” at Greenwich Vil-



lage’s Circle-in-the-Square Theater. Movie-goers have

seen her in “Murder, Inc.” and can look forward to seeing

more of her in the upcoming Warner Brothers’ produc-

tion, “Parrish.”

Actually, you can see quite a bit of Sylvia in the fu-

metti on page 15.

GEORGE KIRGO . .

.

writer, humorist and familiar parlor guest of millions as

a regular participant on the Jack Paar Show, is now a

contributing editor of HELP! His column (see page 8 )

will be a monthly feature, and he’ll cover the news-

George Kirgo (and friend)

behind-the news-be/i/W-the-news

of current events, which means
just about anything. This month,
it’s on the clubbing to death of

St. Valentine, and next month is

anybody’s guess.

Anyway, what we want to say

here is that we’re happy, over-

joyed and otherwise damn pleased

to have' one of the top American Gloria Steinem

humorists with us. (We owe it all ossistant editor

to Simon and Schuster, publisher of the book that made
us contact George, which is titled — ya ready? — How to

Write Ten Different Best Sellers Now In Your Spare Time
and Become the First Author in Your Block Unless

There’s an Author Already Living On Your Block In

Which Case You'll Become the Second A uthor On Your
Block and That’s Okay Too and Other Stories.)

GYPSY AND PAUL COKER . . .

Having tried artist Coker’s courage by sending him to

Cuba for the last issue, we rewarded him by taking

him backstage at the big, gusty, lustv Broadway musical

called “Gypsy.” (See page 43) — G. S.
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LETTERS

Perhaps I’m a realist or even
crazy, but what you supposedly
print as “satire", I see as fact

and everyday reality. Could it

be that life itself is becoming a

satire?

Le Roy F. Brunk
Vernal, Utah

. . . nuts to Bufe Karraker whc
protests the “Jesus Saves” car-

toon in a previous issue. I

thought it was one of the fun-

niest I’ve seen in many a moon
and I hope you’ll be printing

more of this ilk. The college

humor magazines are quite pro-

ficient in this type of humor,
and I for one wouldn’t be mad
if you expanded the feature.

Mike Deckinger
Millburn, New Jersey

SUGGESTIONS
. . . everyone needs HELP! at

one time or other, and I hope
you’ll be able to convince every-

one. I feel you’re going a bit

easy on the "bite” department.

I say let ’er rip . .

.

Sey Chassler

This Week Magazine
New York

One little question: Why did

you put Nixon first when pre-
dicting the next president? Al-

phabetically, whether by last

name, first name, middle name,
political party or party sym-
bol “President” Kennedy comes
first!

Gary Detain

Jamestown, New York

Wail'll all the absentee ballots

and recounts are counted . . .

THEN you'll see why.—ed.

WHA . . . ?

On page six of your December
issue you carry a letter asking,

“where the devil is Jack Davis?”
Your answer, “see pages 24, 28,

46, and 56 in the November is-

sue and center spread, pages 32-

33 in this one for Jack Davis”
really had me going for a while.

It appears to me that this letter

and answer should have been
in the November issue stating:

See pages 24, 28, 46 and 56 in

the October issue and center

spread, pages 32-33 in this one
(November) for Jack Davis. I

bring this to your attention for

two reasons. The first one is

that ypur readers will realize

that you are confused and not

them. The second is that people
are likely to think that Jack

Davis is a photographer since

almost every one of the pages

you mentioned — 24, 28, 46,

56, center spread, 32-33 — had
pictures on them. (With this

thought in mind, Davis is likely

to become upset or angry since

most of the photos are from
real old movies and this is liable

to give the impression that he
is old.) By the way, who the

hell IS Jack Davis?
Michael Buitekant

Bronx, New York

When we make Boo Boos, we
make them by the page-full

—ed.

OH WELL...
After looking over your maga-
zine I think it is an insult to

university students to think they

would be interested in this kind

of gutter literature. I hope you

lose your shirt on this deal.

L. A. Miller

Placement Director

University of Miami
Miami, Florida

Sorry we don't meet the Uni-
versity of Miami's high stand-

ards. — ed.

NICE THINGS

... I would say that you have
a very good idea in the fumet-
ti story form. I look forward to
seeing other copies.

Bill Cullen
NBC-radio station

New York

I have just finished reading your
November issue of HELP! (NO.
#4), and was very surprised at

your original satire. Your mag
is the greatest thing to hit this

damn planet since GO-CARTS.
Steve Gibbons
Des Moines, Iowa

‘HELP" needs no help. It’s

starting to swing.

Jack Lazare

WNEW radio station

Please address all mail to

HELP! Letters, Department 7,

545 Fifth Ave N. Y. 17, N. Y.
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*jy$drAceewde on.

As any quiz-show contestant can
tell you (through his lawyer, of

course), St. Valentine’s Day derives

its name from a St. named Valen-
tine. Who was St. Valentine? If

memory serves (The Reader’s En-
cyclopedia, p. 979), he was a Chris-

tian martyr clubbed to death in the
year 269 — on February 14.

In view of the circumstances surrounding his demise,
it seems in poor taste to celebrate St. Valentine’s passing
as we do — with comic greeting cards or heart-shaped,

chocolate-covered nougats. After all, we don’t commem-
orate Veterans Day with pizzas and Memorial Day has
never been an occasion for exchanging gifts, except per-

haps with certain sadistic cults. Why then is St. Valentine’s

Day treated so festively, like the Fourth of July and
Hanukah and other great American holidays?

After exhaustive research (The Reader’s Encyclopedia,

p. 980), I have unearthed a curious fact which sheds

little light on this enigma but it’s kind of interesting:

February 14 — St. Valentine’s Day — was once called

Juno’s Day!
Juno’s Day — and who was Juno? You know Juno.

Queen of the Roman deities and a genuinely gorgeous

goddess (a regular Venus), men worshipped Juno — and
not just because she was a goddess. You see, Juno was,

even for those times, rather licentious (thus the expres-

sion: “What is so rare as a day in Juno!”).

Anyway, February 14 was Juno’s birthday. I don’t

have to tell you about the

birthday parties the Ro-
mans used to throw. The
Greeks had a word for it:

orgy (tt^A ). And Juno’s

Day was the biggest ti-^A

of the year — 24 foul, fun-

filled hours.

It was during one of these

orgies that St. Valentine

was clubbed to death. As we
all know from personal ex-

perience, orgies can get out

of hand.

As I said earlier, this is

pretty fascinating stuff, but

where does it leave us? Our
question (why is St. Valen-

tine’s Day a gala holiday?)

remains unanswered.Juno



Happy St. Valentine’s Day

doesn’t it. Yes, it does. Let’s face it: some questions will

always remain unanswered (Is there an afterlife? How do
you spell “seperate?”).

But nil desperandum (as Juno often told the Romans).
History {The Reader's Encyclopedia, p. 978) reveals

another, possibly more significant, oddity:

According to universal ancient tradition, February 14

was the day when birds chose their mates for the year!

It’s a fact. That’s what Shakespeare was referring to

in Midsummer Night's
Dream when he wrote, as

you all no doubt recall:

“Good morrow, friends!

St. Valentine is past;

Begin these wood-birds

but to couple now?”
Perhaps this is the clue

we’ve been searching for. Is

this why we celebrate Val-

entine’s Day with such gai-

ety — because birds of a

feather are coupling togeth-

er? Because we’re happy
for them? I’m inclined to

think so.

Coincidence — the fact

that Valentine died while

eagles and condors and vul-

tures and sparrows were Sticky Sentimentality

picking partners — makes Valentine’s Day the giddy oc-

casion that it is. In other words — and no disrespect to St.

Valentine — we observe St. Valentine’s Day in spite of

St. Valentine.

Ofcourse this ismerelyone bird-watcher’s opinion. You’ll

have to decide for yourself. Before you do, consider this:

What happens the minute we’ve consumed our New
Year’s Eve booze, streamers, horns, clappers, and hilari-

ous hats? Why, even as we nurse our hangovers, our eyes

and ears are inundated with

a new mass of merchandise

— and what a mass! Those
fond expressions of love and

devotion—cards and candy,

sticky with sentimentality or

sickness or sugar. The gro-’

tesque greetings—sickeningly

sweet or hiply ghoulish. And
worse, those crippling choc-

olate crunchies created by
cavity-craving dentists in

conjunction with confection

and cashew cartels!

Candy and cards! Why
don’t we celebrate Valen-

tine’s Day the way the
birds do it!

The way we do it now
— that’s for the birds.
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At nine forty-

seven Sam Weber made
his first simple living thing

CHILD’S PLAY
by William Term

After the man from the express company had given the

door an untipped slam, Sam Weber decided to move the

huge crate under the one light bulb in his room. It was all

very well for the messenger to drawl, “I dunno. We don’t

send 'em; we just deliver ’em, mister”—but there must be
some mildly lucid explanation.

He straightened and frowned down at the garish card

which contained his name and address as well as the legend

—“Merry Christmas, 2161.”

A joke? He didn’t know anyone who’d think it funny to

send a card dated over two hundred years in the future.

Unless one of the comedians in his law school graduating

class meant to record his opinion as to when Weber would
be trying his first case. Even so—
The letters were shaped strangely, come to think of it,

sort of green streaks instead of lines. And the card was a

sheet of gold!

Sam decided he was really interested. He ripped the

card aside, tore off the flimsy wrapping material — and
stopped. He whistled. Then he gulped.

There was no top to the box, no slit in its side, no handle
anywhere in sight. It seemed to be a solid, cubical mass of

brown stuff.

He seized the comers and strained and grunted till it

lifted. The underside was as smooth and innocent of open-

ing as the rest. He let it thump back to the floor.

"Ah, well,” he said, philosophically, "it’s not the gift;

it’s the principle involved.”

Many of his gifts still required appreciative notes. He’d
have to work up something special for Aunt Maggie. Her
neckties were things of cubistic horror, but he hadn’t e'ven

sent her a lone handkerchief this Christmas. Every cent

had gone into buying that brooch for Tina. Not a ring,

but maybe she’d consider under the circumstances—

He turned to walk to his bed which he had drafted into

the additional service of desk and chair. He kicked at the

great box disconsolately. “Well, if you won’t open, you
won’t open."

As if smarting under the kick, the box opened. A cut

appeared on the upper surface, widened rapidly and folded

the top back and down on either side like a valise. Sam
clapped his forehead and addressed a rapid prayer to every

god from Set to Father Divine. Then he remembered what
he’d said.

“Close,” he suggested.

The box closed, once more as smooth as a baby’s

anatomy.

“Open.”

The box opened.

The interior was a crazy mass of shelving on which

rested vials filled with blue liquids, jars filled with red

solids, transparent tubes showing yellow and green and



orange and mauve and other colors which Sam’s eyes

didn’t quite remember. There were seven pieces of intri-

cate apparatus on the bottom which looked as if tube-

happy radio hams had assembled them. There was also

a book.

Sam picked the book oif the bottom and noted numbly
that while all its pages were metallic, it was lighter than

any paper book he’d ever held.

He carried the book over to the bed and sat down. Then
he took a long, deep breath and turned to the first page.

“Gug,” he said, exhaling his long, deep breath.

In mad, green streaks of letters:

Bild-A-Man Set #3. This set is intended solely for the

use of children between the ages of eleven and thirteen.

The equipment, much more advanced than Bild-A-Man

Sets 1 and 2, will enable the child of this age-group to

build and assemble complete adult humans in perfect

working order. The retarded child may also construct the

babies and mannikins of the earlier kits. Two disas-

sembleators are provided so that the set can be used again

and again with profit. As with Sets 1 and 2, the aid of a

Census Keeper in all disassembling is advised. Refills and
additional parts may be acquired from The Bild-A-Man

Company, 928 Diagonal Level, Glunt City, Ohio. Re-
member—only with a Bild-A-Man can you build a man!
Weber slammed his eyes shut. What was that gag in the

movie he’d seen last night? Terrific gag. Terrific picture,

too. Nice technicolor. Wonder how much the director

made a week? The cameraman? Five hundred? A thou-

sand?

He opened his eyes warily. The box was still a squat

cube in the center of his room. The book was still in his

shaking hand. And the page read the same.

“Only with a Bild-A-Man can you build a man!” Heaven
help a neurotic young lawyer at a time like this!

There was a price list on the next page for “refills and

additional parts.” Things like one liter ofhemoglobin and

three grams of assorted enzymes were offered for sale in

terms of one slunk fifty and three slunks forty-five. A note

on the bottom advertised Set #4: “The thrill of building

your first live Martian!’

Fine print announced pat. pending 2158.

The third page was a table of contents. Sam gripped the

edge of the mattress with one sweating hand and read:

Chapter I—A child’s garden of biochemistry.

Chapter II—Making simple living things indoors and

out.

Chapter III—Mannikins and what makes them do the

world’s work.

Chapter IV—Babies and other small humans.

Chapter V—Twins for every purpose, twinning your-

self and your friends.

Chapter VI—What you need to build a man.
Chapter VII—Completing the man.
Chapter VIII—Disassembling the man.
Chapter IX—New kinds of life for your leisure moments
Sam dropped the book back into the box and ran for

the mirror. His face was still the same, somewhat like

bleached chalk, but fundamentally the same. He hadn’t

twinned or grown himself a mannikin or devised a new
kind of life for his leisure moments. Everything was snug

as a bug in a bughouse.

Very carefully he pushed his eyes back into their proper

position in their sockets.

“Dear Aunt Maggie,” he began writing feverishly.

“Your ties made the most beautiful gift of my Christmas.

My only regret is—”

My only regret is that I have but one life to give for

my Christmas present. Who could have gone to such

fantastic lengths for a practical joke? Lew Knight? Even
Lew must have some reverence in his insensitive body for

the institution of Christmas. And Lew didn’t have the

brains or the patience for a job so involved.

Tina? Tina had the fine talent for complication,

all right. But Tina, while possessing a delightful abundance

of all other physical attributes, was sadly lacking in

funnybone.

Sam drew the leather envelope forth and caressed it.

Tina’s perfume seemed to cling to the surface and move
the world back into focus.

The metallic greeting card glinted at him from the

floor. Maybe the reverse side contained the sender’s name.

He picked it up, turned it over.

Nothing but blank gold surface. He was sure of the

gold; his father had been a jeweler. The very value of the

sheet was rebuttal to the possibility of a practical joke.

Besides, again, what was the point?

“Merry Christmas, 2161.” Where would humanity be

in two hundred years? Traveling to the stars, or beyond—
to unimaginable destinations? Using little mannikins to

perform the work of machines and robots? Providing

children with—

There might be another card or note inside the box.

Weber bent down to remove its contents. His eye noted

a large grayish jar and the label etched onto its surface:

Dehydrated Neurone Preparation, for human construction

only.

He backed away and glared. “Close!”

The thing melted shut. Weber sighed his relief at it

and decided to go to bed.

He regretted while undressing that he hadn’t thought

to ask the messenger the name of his firm. Knowing the

delivery service involved would be useful ill tracing the

origin of this gruesome gift.

“But then,” he repeated as he fell asleep, “it’s not the

gift—it’s the principle! Merry Christmas, me.”

The next morning when Lew Knight breezed in with

his “Good morning, counselor,” Sam waited for the first

sly ribbing to start. Lew wasn’t the man to hide his humor
behind a bushel. But Lew buried his nose in “The New
York State Supplement” and kept it there all morning.

The other five young lawyers in the communal office

appeared either too bored or too busy to have Bild-A-Man

sets on their conscience. There were no sly grins, no covert

glances, no leading questions.

Tina walked in at ten o’clock, looking like a pin-up girl

caught with her clothes on.

“Good morning, counselors,” she said.

Each in his own way, according to the peculiar gland

secretions he was enjoying at the moment, beamed,

drooled or nodded a reply. Lew Knight drooled. Sam
Weber beamed.

Tina took it all in and analyzed the situation while she

fluffed her hair about. Her conclusions evidently involved
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leaning markedly against Lew Knight’s desk and asking
what he had for her to do this morning.
Sam bit savagely into Hackleworth “On Torts.” Theo-

retically, Tina was employed by all seven of them as

secretary, switchboard operator and receptionist. Actual-

ly, the most faithful performance of her duties entailed

nothing more daily than the typing and addressing of

two envelopes with an occasional letter to be sealed inside.

Once a week there might be a wistful little brief which
was never to attain judicial scrutiny. Tina therefore had
a fair library of fashion magazines in the first drawer of

her desk and a complete cosmetics laboratory in the other

two; she spent one third of her working day in the ladies’

room swapping stocking prices and sources with other

secretaries; she devoted the other two thirds religiously

to that one of her employers who as of her arrival seemed
to be in the most masculine mood. Her pay was small
but her life was full.

Just before lunch, she approached casually with the

morning’s mail. “Didn’t think we’d be too busy this morn-
ing, counselor—” she began.

“You thought incorrectly, Miss Hill,” he informed her

with a brisk irritation that he hoped became him well;

“I’ve been waiting for you to terminate your social en-

gagements so that we could get down to what occasionally

passes for business.”

She was as startled as an uncushioned kitten. “But—
but this isn’t Monday. Somerset & Ojack only send you
stuff on Mondays.”

Sam winced at the reminder that if it weren’t for the

legal drudge-work he received once a week from Somerset
& Ojack he would be a lawyer in name only, if not in

spirit only. “I have a letter, Miss Hill,” he replied steadily.

“Whenever you assemble the necessary materials, we can
get on with it.”

Tina returned in a head-shaking moment with steno-
graphic pad and pencils.

“Regular heading, today’s date,” Sam began. “Address
it to Chamber of Commerce, Glunt City, Ohio. Gentle-

men: Would you inform me if you have registered cur-
rently with you a firm bearing the name of the Bild-A-Man
Company or a firm with any name at all similar? I am
also interested in whether a firm bearing the above or
related name has recently made known its intention of
joining your community. This inquiry is being made in-

formally on behalf of a client who is interested in a product
of this organization whose address he has mislaid. Signa-
ture and then this P.S.—My client is also curious as to the
business possibilities of a street known as Diagonal Ave-
nue or Diagonal Level. Any data on this address and the
organizations presently located there will be

,
greatly

appreciated.”

Tina batted wide blue eyes at him. “Oh, Sam,” she
breathed, ignoring the formality he had introduced, “Oh,
Sam, you have another client. I’m so glad. He looked a
little sinister, but in such a distinguished manner that I

was certain—”

“Who? Who looked a little sinister?”

“Why your new cli-ent.” Sam had the uncomfortable
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feeling that she had almost added “stu-pid.” “When I

came in this morning, there was this terribly tall old man
in a long black overcoat talking to the elevator operator.

He turned to me—the elevator operator, I mean—and said,

‘This is Mr. Weber’s secretary. She’ll be able to tell you
anything you want to know.’ Then he sort of winked which

I thought was sort of impolite, you know, considering.

Then this old man looked at me hard and 1 felt distinctly

uncomfortable and he walked away muttering, ‘Either

disjointed or predatory personalities. Never normal. Never
balanced.’ Which 1 didn’t think was very polite, either,

I’ll have you know, if he is your new client!” She sat back
and began breathing again.

Tall, sinister old men in long, black overcoats pumping
the elevator operator about him. Hardly a matter of busi-

ness. He had no skeletons in his personal closet. Could
it be connected with his unusual Christmas present? Sam
hummed mentally.

“—but she is my favorite aunt, you know,” Tina was
saying. “And she came in so unexpectedly.”

The girl was explaining about their Christmas date. Sam
felt a rush of affection for her as she leaned forward.

“Don’t bother,” he told her. “I knew you couldn’t help

breaking the date. 1 was a little sore when you called me,
but I got over it; never-hold-a-grudge-against-a-pretty-

girl Sam, I’m known as. How about lunch?”

“Lunch?” She flew distress signals. “I promised Lew,
Mr. Knight, that is—But he wouldn’t mind if you came
along.”

“Fine. Let’s go.” This would be helping Lew to a spoon-

ful of his own annoying medicine.

L ew Knight took the business of having a crowd instead

of a party for lunch as badly as Sam hoped he would.

Unfortunately, Lew was able to describe details of his

forthcoming case, the probable fees and possible distinc-

tion to be reaped thereof. After one or two attempts to

bring an interesting will he was rephrasing for Somerset

& Ojack into the conversation, Sam subsided into day-

dreams. Lew immediately dropped Rosenthal vs. Rosen-
thal and leered at Tina conversationally.

Outside the restaurant, snow discolored into slush.

Most of the stores were removing Christmas displays. Sam
noticed construction sets for children, haloed by tinsel and
glittering with artificial snow. Build a radio, a skyscraper,

an airplane. But “Only with a Bild-A-Man can you—”
“I’m going home,” he announced suddenly. “Something

important I just remembered. If anything comes up, call

me there.”

He was leaving Lew a clear field, he told himself, as he
found a seat on the subway. But the bitter truth was that

the field was almost as clear when he was around as when
he wasn’t. Lupine Lew Knight, he had been called in law
school; since the day when he had noticed that Tina had
the correct proportions of dress-filling substance, Sam’s
chances had been worth a crowbar at Fort Knox.

Tina hadn’t been wearing his brooch today. Her little
•

finger, right hand, however, had sported an unfamiliar and
garish little ring. “Some got it,” Sam philosophized. “Some
don’t got it. I don’t got it.”
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But it would have been nice, with Tina, to have “got”

it.

As he unlocked the door of his room he was surprised

by an unmade bed telling with rumpled stoicism of a

chambermaid who’d never come. This hadn’t happened
before—Of course! He’d never locked his room before.

The girl must have thought he wanted privacy.

Maybe he had.

Aunt Maggie’s ties glittered obscenely at the foot of

the bed. He chucked them into the closet as he removed
his hat and coat. Then he went over to the washstand and
washed his hands, slowly. He turned around.

This was it. At last the great cubical bulk that had
been lurking quietly in the corner of his vision was square-

ly before him. It was there and it undoubtedly contained
all the outlandish collection he remembered.

“Open,” he said, and the box opened.

The book, still open to the metallic table of contents,

was lying at the bottom of the box. Part of it had slipped

into the chamber of a strange piece of apparatus. Sam
picked both out gingerly.

He slipped the book out and noticed the apparatus
consisted mostly of some sort of binoculars, supported by
a coil and tube arrangement and bearing on a flat green
plate. He turned it over. The underside was lettered in

the same streaky way as the book. “Combination Electron

Microscope and Workbench.”
Very carefully he placed it on the floor. One by one,

he removed the others, from the “Junior Biocalibrator”

to the “Jiffy Vitalizer.” Very respectfully he ranged against

the box in five multi-colored rows the phials of lymph and
the jars of basic cartilage. The walls of the chest were
lined with indescribably thin and wrinkled sheets; a slight

pressure along their edges expanded them into three-

dimensional outlines of human organs whose shape and
size could be varied with pinching any part of their surface

—most indubitably molds.

Quite an assortment. If there was anything solidly

scientific to it, that box might mean unimaginable wealth.

Or some very useful publicity. Or—well, it should mean
something!

If there was anything solidly scientific to it.

Sam flopped down to the bed and opened to “A Child’s

Garden of Biochemistry.”

At nine that night he squatted next to the Combination
Electron Microscope and Workbench and began opening
certain small bottles. At nine forty-seven Sam Weber
made his first simple living thing.

It wasn’t much, if you used the first chapter of Genesis
as your standard. Just a primitive brown mold that, in the

field of the microscope, fed diffidently on a piece of pretzel,

put forth a few spores and died in about twenty minutes.

But he had made it. He had constructed a specific life-form

to feed on the constituents of a specific pretzel; it could

survive nowhere else.

He went out to supper with every intention of getting

drunk. After just a little alcohol, however, the deiish feel-

ing returned and he scurried back to his room.

continued on page 48
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Baby,

it’s

Occult Outside

by
Ed Fisher

High above the

city, inside of a hundred
egg-crate offices subdivided

into a thousand cubicles,

a thousand different

dramas daily take
place. This, then, is

such a drama . .

.

Help! presents . .

.

TOM POSTON,
star of the Broadway musical,

“The Conquering Hero,”

and Sylvia Miles,

sex bomb of off-Broadway,

in . .

.
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A quick sandwich . .

.

just, the two of us together
at Whalen’s?

.

better just -order some-
thing sent up.

Well . . . say! I just remembered,
I brought sandwiches today. Guess
I’ll have ta stay and eat ’em. Want

one? Liverwurst and swiss,

on pumpernickel?

—chopped egg y
on white toast. No
mayonnaise. Black

coffee . .

.

Share
half a
banana'

calories

!
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1

1

iw

The science of pushing physical objects

around by sheer will— power. Like tele-

pathy-Only it acts on things—The basis
was laid down by Dr. Rhone at Dyke U.

H; happen to have as much self

control as anybody. I happen t

have a pretty near iron will. 1

fact, I’m studying telekinesis i

Telekinesis

l

What’s
. that?

It’s not a matter of luck. It’s

a matter of focusing your will, and
really wanting it to happen. That’s
the hard part, actually . . . sometimes
your subconscious works against you
Telekinesis only succeeds when your

whole mind REALLY wants
the thing to happen

!

So that’s the escape clause,^^
eh?—the gimmick that explains why

it never works. Well I REALLY want
it to happen. Let’s see you do it. >

Theoretically. I could^l
make this banana peel itself1

just by sitting here and!
concentrating on it.

about 1
practic-

1

ally? Ever!

had any I

luck? i

Now I'm going ^ »
to concentrate like ' •
crazy . . . give it tho^jjL

^ old school try

!

Atta’

Jimmie
boy. .



^!7Peel ! . . . Don’t for^^
get, there are mental layers

of resistance ... I think I

L. want this to happen •
- g

^rT. . . but there^
f might be some ’

deeper wish, some-
thing I’m not con-
sciously aware of,

that wants some-
L thing else! *

Never '*1

’ mind the
'

excuses, I’m
still waiting

^
to see the

» results. J

You know . . .
^

f there may be
something to this.

I got a funny

^ feeling . .

.

W' There!
f I think it

r almost moved!
I think . . . Peel

L damn you,

9'

You’re^

the verge! I

know it! I

feel it! Go,
.Jimmie, go!

: .

.

like

flesh

all

IS



r Yeh. All

of a sudden
that goose-fleshy

feeling is gone

rUggghhh

!

Too much!
I cracked.

P' Don't be a quitter Try
again. See if you can pick

Lit up where you left off. Then
go on to the finish

!

^ut you ALMOST'
had it! If only you

«. hadn’t stopped.

I know. I

guess my
subconsciou;

wanted . .

.
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And this time, I’ll help.

You’ll see what a difference a 1
women’s help makes, when it comes

to a matter of will power.

With a real will behind you—

a

WOMAN’S will—what’d you expect?^
PEEL!—say,^
you’re right! I

have hit full power.

Almost instantly !J Now wait a minute
Elsie—PEEL !—It's m
will that’s doing this .

Typical fern-

line superiority

J

remark—Okay. •

Nonsense. Men "

always need a woman
behind them, guiding

them. That’s the basis of

. marriage; protection, .

I v responsibility ...

trying
my damd-
est. Just

k for you, ,

Z - t.oo .

Isn’t ^
that like a
male for

v you. A

. .

.

you think it’s an idle romance?'
Ha!—You’re in for a surprise, bud.

Hey, c’mon, put some drive into

this telekenizing . Your ^4
^^^^voltage is dropping! ^3

happen,
Lremember
L that, a

' Peel- 1
I’m trying,]

i dammit— J
peel— -;Z2
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THIS TIME I'LL
CALL THE SIGNALS!
NOW TURN AROUNDi
AND PUT EVERY A
THING YOU’VE . J
GOT INTO IT^^B I

WANT IT LIKE YOU-
’VE NEVER WANTED
w
ANYTHING BEFORE

IN YOUR LIFE.

READY! SET! GO!

Arrgh

!

—There
-Arrrgh!

.
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aaarrrgh:

It’s what
I really wanted

anyway. t

Where did she—?
. And how’d this choco-

late malted get here?
T Might as
1 well sneak it

down before 4
she gets back. ’

They must have'.

mixed up
l the lunch >
L order. A

Elsie?



No, no, no, Arnold thought as he stared Into the sheaf

of papers before him on his desk. He wasn’t looking at

the papers, in fact they were a few inches out of focus of

his reading glasses, blit they gave his hands something to

do while he meditated on the problem. It was unreason-

able, he decided, for a grown man like himself to take a
minor business setback so seriously, and certainly it would
be foolish to take this matter up with Mr. Everett. No, he
would certainly not do that. That was definite. In the first

place, it would be difficult to make him understand some-
thing as intangible as this ... the matters of prestige and
respect which were involved. It was simply that if anyone
in the office was in line for a new stapler, it was quite

obviously Arnold himself. Certainly not Simmons. At
least two other people had seniority over Simmons, and
Arnold Wooten had undisputed seniority over both of

them. There wasn’t any matter of interpretation, everyone
knew it. Everyone could count.

Arnold looked up from his papers and gazed at the

water cooler which was so located as to permit him to

observe, in the edge of his field of vision, the desk which
sat just to his left and about a foot ahead. It was Simmons’
desk and on the right hand edge of it rested the new
stapler. Simmons was busy peering at a sheet of figures,

permitting Arnold to look directly at the stapler without

attracting his attention. It was chrome-plated, long, and
lower than Arnold’s. And instead of going clack and then

bouncing loosely on its spring, as Arnold’s did, it operated

with a soft clickity-click which bespoke its tight, efficient

mechanism. It was a solid sound, like that of the door
closing on a heavy, expensive automobile ... the meshing

of well-engineered gears as compared to the tinny clack

of his Plymouth’s glove compartment. That’s what his

own worn-out machine reminded him of — the glove com-
partment door on his 1948 Plymouth.

Looking down at his own stapler, Arnold observed

that it was one of the older types: black crackle finish

(much of it cracked off)
,
and at feast five inches high with

its plunger protruding upwards, covered by a black rubber

cap whose design had long since worn off. The exposed
metal parts betrayed signs of rust. With his finger he
pushed the front of it down; released it, and watched
morbidly as it waggled up and down with a faint squeak-
ing until the movement finally damped itself out.

He thought about Simmons himself. He never had
liked smug people. And Simmons had always ... but it

wasn’t right to think bad things about people, Arnold told

himself. It wasn’t charitable. What if one of these days it

turned out that Simmons had lung cancer or TB or heart

disease? That would be terrible and he’d feel sorry for

having thought bad things. Or Simmons could be run over
and killed by a subway train this very evening and then
tomorrow he’d be sorry he’d been so critical. It would
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certainly look bad here at the office. He wondered if Mr.
Everett would then offer him the stapler. If so he wouldn’t

take it. It would look is if . . . well, he just wouldn’t take it.

Arnold shuffled the papers, slipped the top page under-

neath, squared the stack with his fingers, and thought.

Actually, he should have expected something like this

after the way Simmons had been playing up to Mr. Ever-

ett. A lot of people noticed it: Simmons always getting a

drink of water whenever Mr. Everett did and then chatting

with him there at the cooler. The only reason Arnold

hadn’t thought about it before is because it always seemed
so ... so ordinary. Now it made sense. But he never

thought it would lead to ignoring the traditional rights of

fellow accountants. Personal things should not be allowed

to interfere with honesty and business, ever. If Simmons
needed a new stapler he should have gotten Arnold’s, just

like Arnold had gotten old Mr. Powers’ when Mr. Powers
received a new one. It’s important to have good equip-

ment to work with, especially when you use one many
times a day, and it’s only right that the senior employees

should get first access to any new equipment that’s

available.

lickity-click!

The sound of Simmons’ stapler made Arnold jump. He
looked over and saw that Simmons had just stapled his

sheaf of papers and was now slipping them into a manila

folder. Embarrassed at his obvious action, Arnold quickly

looked away and as he did his eyes encountered a fellow

employee, Mr. Johnson, who was just leaving the water

cooler. Johnson had been looking at him, he was certain.

He’d seen Johnson turn his head as Arnold looked up.

They were all aware of what had happened. They were

all thinking about it. Arnold looked down at his papers,

scowling busily and adjusting his glasses.

$246.08 a/s

602.80 @ .36 ft.

111.54 p.o.l.

$960.42 Net Total

Could all this be a hint that he was not going to get

his promotion? Surely not. He’d had every indication that

he’d get another promotion in January ’64. But then, Mr.

Everett did let old Ed go. Almost the same way. Just

sort of left him out when the others were moved up.

Arnold withdrew a handkerchief from his pocket and

wiped perspiration from his hands.

Clickity-click.

Arnold kept his eyes on his papers and didn’t look up.

Clickity-click.

What was that fool doing? Stapling everything in sight?

Showing off his damn chrome-plated machine? Arnold

felt a strong compulsion to lean over and smash the ma-

chine with his hand so hard that the staples would jam up
inside. With no paper, staples always jam up.

Clunk-clunk!

Arnold froze at the new sound. Did it break? Did the

damn thing suddenly break? Carefully, Arnold peeked

out of the comer of his left eye and discovered the reason

for the change in the sound: Simmons had just stapled

two extra thick sets of papers together, almost half an

inch thick altogether. Arnold’s machine couldn’t do that.

A new thought flashed into Arnold’s mind, almost

startling him it came so easy and without even being

searched for. Suddenly it was just there. What if . . . what

if his own stapler broke down? It had before. More than

once. Before he had simply fixed it and said nothing.

Didn’t take much, just straightening the little track so the

staples would feed smoothly. It would be natural enough

for an old machine like his to break down again. Only

this time not fix it . .
.
just take it to Mr. Everett and tell

him it broke. Just like that. He wouldn’t have to tell the

others why he got a new stapler. He wouldn’t lie about

it, of course, but probably no one would ask. It would

seem only natural that he have one of the new chrome-

plated models. Probably everyone was wondering right

now why he didn’t have one . . . him, of all persons. So,

just take his broken machine to Mr. Everett . . . wait until

a few minutes after five, of course, when it wouldn’t look

strange to see him toting a stapler into the boss’s office.

Nobody was around after five. But it still might look

strange if suddenly he stayed late at his desk. People might

think ... Let them! No, he didn’t want the others to get

the idea he was like Simmons, working late to play up to

Mr. Everett. They probably all dislike Simmons for what

he’s been doing; to do the same thing, or even look like it,

would be very unwise.

Suddenly Arnold realized that the people around him

were leaving the room. He glanced up at the clock on the

wall. Noon. Smiling slightly, he wondered why he hadn’t

thought of that. No problem of staying after five. Every-

one was gone now and Arnold slowly picked up his

stapler and examined it. Then impulsively, he withdrew

the spring-loaded rod that held the staples in and yanked

hard until the U-shaped runner on the end of it pulled

loose. Now it actually was broken. He picked up the

stapler, walked quickly up to Mr. Everett’s door, and

went in.

Mr Everett, a heavy, completely bald man wearing

small rimless glasses, looked up from the papers spread

before him on a large, glass-top desk.

“Yes, Wooten?”

“My stapler, Mr. Everett. It’s broken. I was wonder-

ing .. . well, I staple all my report forms together every

day, sir . .

.”

“Let me see it.”

Arnold placed the stapler on the desk and withdrew his

hand quickly. “I don’t think I can fix it, sir.”

Arnold watched Mr. Everett turn the stapler over in

his hands, then reach behind him and drop it into a waste

basket with a clunk. Arnold tried to think of something

else to say. Mr. Everett reached in his drawer and with-

drew a small box, and handed it to Arnold.

“Here. Use paper clips for a few days.”

Arnold opened his mouth and then closed it.

“You’re the second fellow who’s broken his stapler,”

said Mr. Everett, looking down at his papers again. “I’ll

order a dozen new ones ... the others are probably ready

to fall apart too . . . might as well replace them all.”

“Yes, sir,” said Arnold. He could mentally picture the

scene: a new chrome-plated stapler on every desk, even

Crowley’s. Crowley . . . one year with the firm.

Arnold walked to the door, opened it, stepped out of

Mr. Everett’s office, and closed the door behind him. The
door latch made a loud clack. Like the glove compart-

ment on his 1948 Plymouth. END
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help’s
public
gallery
We welcome contributions to this feature. HELP will

pay a munificent $5.00 for every snide cartoon used.

Mail submissions to HELP1 545 5th Avenue, New York

City. Please be sure to enclose a stamped self? add-

ressed envelope to ensure return of all rejections.
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wisdom fox* st. valentine’s day

ON LOVE

Life has a value only when it has something valuable as its object.—Hegel

The fickleness of the women I love is only equalled by the infernal constancy of the women

who love me.—George Bernard Shaw

Self-love makes more liberines than love.—Jean Jacques Rousseau

Woman’s virtue is man’s greatest invention.—Cornelia Otis Skinner

Four be the things I’d be better without: Love, curiosity, freckles and doubt-Dorothy Parker

I’s wicked— I is. I’s mighty wicked, anyhow. I can’t help it.—Harriet Beecher Stowe

I want to know not his earning power but his yearning power.—David McCord

I myself am more devine than any I see.—Margaret Fuller
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THE
SIGNAL

MAN
BY

CHARLES
DICKENS

“The spectre came back,

a week ago. Ever since, it has

been there, now and again,

by fits and starts."

"At the Danger-light?"



Halloa! Below there!”

When he heard a voice thus calling to him, he was

standing at the door of his box, with a flag in his hand,

furled round its short pole. One would have thought

considering the nature of the ground, that he could not

have doubted from what quarter the voice came; but,

instead of looking up to where I stood on the top of the

steep cutting nearly over his head, he turned himself about

and looked down the Line. There was something remark-

able in his manner of doing so, though I could not have

said, for my life, what. But, I know it was remarkable

enough to attract my notice, even though his figure was
foreshortened and shadowed, down in the deep trench,

and mine was high above him, so steeped in the glow of

an angry sunset that I had shaded my eyes with my hand
before I saw him at all.

“Halloa! Below!”

From looking down the Line, he turned himself about

again, and, raising his eyes, saw my figure high above him.

“Is there any path by which I can come down and
speak to you?”

He looked up at me without replying, and I looked

down at him without pressing him too soon with a repeti-

tion of my idle question. Just then, there came a vague

vibration in the earth and air, quickly changing into a

violent pulsation, and an oncoming rush that caused me
to start back, as though it had force to draw me down.

When such vapour as rose to my height from this rapid

train, had passed me and was skimming away over the

landscape, 1 looked down again, and saw him re-furling

the flag he had shown while the train went by.

I repeated my inquiry. After a pause, during which he

seemed to regard me with fixed attention, he motioned

with his rolled-up flag towards a point on my level, some

two or three hundred yards distant. I called down to him,

“All right!” and made for that point. There, by dint of

looking closely about me, I found a rough zig-zag descend--

ing path notched out: which I followed.

The cutting was extremely deep, and unusually pre-

cipitate. It was made through a clammy stone that became
oozier and wetter as I went down. For these reasons, I

found the way long enough to give me time to recall a

singular air of reluctance or compulsion with which he
had pointed out the path.

When I came down low enough upon the zig-zag de-

scent, to see him again, I saw that he was standing be-

tween the rails on the way by which the train had lately

passed, in an attitude as if he were waiting for me to ap-

pear. He had his left hand at his chin, and that left elbow
rested on his right hand crossed over his breast. His,

attitude was one of such expectation and watchfulness,

that I stopped a moment, wondering.

I resumed my downward way, and, stepping out upon
the level of the railroad and drawing nearer to him, saw
that he was a dark sallow man, with a dark beard and
rather heavy eyebrows. His post was in as solitary and
dismal a place as ever I saw. On either side, a dripping-

wet wall of jagged stone, excluding all view but a strip of

sky; the perspective one way, only a crooked prolongation
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of this great dungeon; the shorter perspective in the other

direction, terminating in a gloomy red light, and the

gloomier entrance to a black tunnel, in whose massive

architecture there was a barbarous, depressing, and for-

bidding air. So little sunlight ever found its way to this

spot, that it had an earthy deadly smell; and so much
cold wind rushed through it, that it struck chill to me,

as if I had left the natural world.

Before he stirred, I was near enough to him to have

touched him. Not even then removing his eyes from mine,

he stepped back one step, and lifted his hand.

This was a lonesome post to occupy (I said), and it

had riveted my attention when I looked down from up
yonder. A visitor was a rarity, I should suppose; not an
unwelcome rarity, I hoped? In me, he merely saw a man
who had been shut up within narrow limits all his life,

and who, being at last set free, had a newly-awakened in-

terest in these great works. To such purpose I spoke to

him; but I am far from sure of the terms I used, for,

besides that I am not happy in opening any conversation,

there was something in the man that daunted me.
He directed a most curious look towards the red light

near the tunnel’s mouth, and looked all about it, as if

something were missing from it, and then looked at me.

That light was part of his charge? Was it not?

He answered in a low voice: “Don’t you know it is?”

The monstrous thought came into my mind as I perused
the fixed eyes and the saturnine face, that this was a spirit,

not a man.

In my turn, I stepped back, But in making the action,

I detected in his eyes some latent fear of me. This put

the monstrous thought to flight.

“You look at me,” I said, forcing a smile, “as if you
had a dread of me.”

“I was doubtful,” he returned, “whether I had seen you
before.”

“Where?”
He pointed to the red light he had looked at.

“My good fellow, what should I do there? However,
be that as it may, I never was there, you may swear.”

His manner cleared, like my own. He replied to my
remarks with readiness, and in well-chosen words. Had
he much to do there? Yes; that was to say, he had enough
responsibility to bear; but exactness and watchfulness
were what was required of him, and of actual work —
manual labour he had next to none. To change that signal,
to trim those lights, and to turn this iron handle now and
then, was all he had to do under that head. Regarding
those many long and lonely hours of which I seemed to

make so much, he could only say that the routine of his

life had shaped itself into that form, and he had grown
used to it. He had taught himself a language down here

— if only to know it by sight, and to have formed his own
crude ideas of its pronunciation, could be called learning

it. He had also worked at fractions and decimals, and
tried a little algebra; but he was, and had been as a boy,

a poor hand at figures. Was it necessary for him when on
duty, always to remain in that channel of damp air, and
could he never rise into the sunshine from between those



high stone walls? Why, that depended upon times and

circumstances. Under some conditions there would be

less upon the Line than under others, and the same held

good as to certain hours of the day and night. In bright

weather, he did choose occasions for getting a little above

these lower shadows; but, being at all times liable to be

called by his electric bell, and at such times listening for

it with redoubled anxiety, the relief was less than I would

suppose.

He took me into his box, where there was a fire, a desk

for an official book in which he had to make certain

entries, a telegraphic instrument with its dial face and
needles, and the little bell of which he had spoken. On
my trusting that he would excuse the remark that he had

been •well-educated, and (I hoped I might say without

offence), perhaps educated above that station, he ob-

served that instances of slight incongruity in such-wise

would rarely be found wanting among large bodies of men;
that he had heard it was so in workhouses, in the police

force, even in that last desperate resource, the army;

and that he knew it was so, more or less, in any great rail-

way staff. He had been, when young (if I could believe it,

sitting in that hut; he scarcely could ) , a student of natural

philosophy, and had attended lectures; but he had

run wild, misused his opportunities, gone down, and never

risen again. He had no complaint to offer about that. He
had made his bed, and he lay upon it. It was far too late

to make another.

All that I have here condensed, he said in a quiet man-

ner, with his grave dark regards divided between me and

the fire. He threw in the word “Sir” from time to time,

and especially when he referred to his youth: as though

to request me to understand that he claimed to be nothing

but what I found him. He was several times interrupted

by the little bell, and had to read off messages, and send

replies. Once, he had to stand without the door, and dis-

play a flag as a train passed, and make some verbal com-
munication to the driver. In the discharge of his duties

I observed him to be remarkably exact and vigilant, break-

ing off his discourse at a syllable, and remaining silent

until what he had to do was done.

In a word, I should have set this man down as one of

the safest of men to be employed in that capacity, but for

the circumstance that while he was speaking to me he

twice broke off with a fallen colour, turned his face to-

wards the little bell when it did not ring, opened the door

of the hut (which was kept shut to exclude the unhealthy

damp), and looked out towards the red light near the

mouth of the tunnel. On both of those occasions, he came
back to the fire with the inexplicable air upon him which

I had remarked, without being able to define, when we
were so far asunder.

Said I when I rose to leave Jiim: “You almost make
me think that I have met with a contented man.”

(I am afraid I must acknowledge that I said it to lead

him on.)

“I believe I used to be so,” he rejoined, in the low voice

continued on page 34
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THE SIGNAL MAN cont’d from pg. 30

in which he had first spoken; “but I am troubled, sir, I

am troubled.”

He would have recalled the words if he could. He had

said them, however, and I took them up quickly.

“With what? What is your trouble?”

“It is very difficult to impart, sir. It is very, very diffi-

cult to speak of. If ever you make me another visit, I will

try to tell you.”

“But I expressly intend to make you another visit. Say,

when shall it be?”

“I go off early in the morning, and I shall be on again

at ten to-morrow night, sir.”

“I will come at eleven.”

He thanked me, and went out at the door with me. “I’ll

show my white light, sir,” he said, in his. peculiar low

voice, “till you have found the way up. When you have

found it, don’t call out! And when you are at the top,

don’t call out!”

His manner seemed to make the place strike colder to

me, but I said no more than “Very well.”

“And when you come down to-morrow night, don’t call

out! Let me ask you a parting question. What made you

cry ‘Halloa! Below there!’ to-night?”

“Heaven knows,” said I. “I cried something to that

effect
”

“Not to that effect, sir. Those were the very words. I

know them well.”

“Admit those were the very words. I said them, no

doubt, because I saw you below.”

“For no other reason?”

“What other reason could I possibly have!”

“You had no feeling that they were conveyed to you

in any supernatural way?”

“No.”

He wished me good night, and held up his light. I

walked by the side of the down Line of rails (with a very

disagreeable sensation of a train coming behind me),

until I found the path. It was easier to mount than to

descend, and I got back to my inn without any adventure.

Punctual to my appointment, I placed my foot on the

first notch of the zig-zag next night, as the distant clocks

were striking eleven. He was waiting for me at the bot-

tom, with his white light on. “I have not called out,” I

said, when we came close together; “may I speak now?”

“By all means, sir.” “Good night then, and here’s my
hand.” “Good night, sir, and here's mine.” With that,

we walked side by side to his box, entered it, closed the

door, and sat down by the fire.

“I have made up my mind, sir,” he began, bending

forward as soon as were seated, and speaking in a tone

but a little above a whisper, “that you shall not have to

ask me twice what troubles me. I took you for someone

else yesterday evening. That troubles me.”

“That mistake?”

“No. That someone else.”

“Who is it?”

“I don’t know.”
“Like me?”
“I don’t know. I never saw the face. The left arm is

across the face, and the right arm is waved. Violently

waved. This way.”

I followed his action with my eyes, and it was the

action of an arm gesticulating with the utmost passion

and vehemence: “For God’s sake clear the way!”

“One moonlight night,” said the man, “I was sitting

here, when I heard a voice cry ‘Halloa! Below there!’ I

started up. looking from that door, and saw this Some one

else standing by the red light near the tunnel, waving as

I just now showed you. The voice seemed hoarse with

shouting, and it cried, ‘Look out! Look out!’ And then

again, ‘Halloa! Below there! Look out!’ I caught up my
lamp, turned it on red, and ran towards the figure, calling,

‘What’s wrong? What has happened? Where?’ It stood

just outside the blackness of the tunnel. I advanced so

close upon it that I wondered at its keeping the sleeve

across its eyes. I ran right up at it, and had my hand

stretched out to pull the sleeve away, when it was gone.”

“Into the tunnel,” said I.

“No. I ran on into the tunnel, five hundred yards. I

stopped and held my lamp above my head, and saw the

figures of the measured distance, and saw the wet stains

stealing down the walls and trickling through the arch. I

ran out again, faster than I had run in (for I had a mortal

abhorrence of the place upon me) , and I looked all around

the red light with my own red light, and I went up the iron

ladder to the gallery atop of it, and I came down again,

and ran back here. I telegraphed both ways, ‘An alarm

has been given. Is anything wrong?’ The answer came

back, both ways: ‘All well.’
”

Resisting the slow touch of a frozen finger tracing out

my spine, I showed him how this figure must be a decep-

tion of his sense of sight, and how figures, originating in

disease of the delicate nerves that minister to the func-

tions of the eye, were known to have often troubled pa-

tients, some of whom had become conscious of the nature

of their affliction, and had even proved it by experiments

upon themselves. “As to an imaginary cry,” said I, “do

but listen for a moment to the wind in this unnatural valley

while we speak so low, and to the wild harp it makes of

the telegraph wires!”

That was all very well, he returned, after we had sat

listening for a while, and he ought to know something of

the wind and the wires, he who so often passed long win-

ter nights there, alone and watching. But he would beg

to remark that he had not finished.

I asked his pardon, and he slowly added these words,

touching my arm:

“Within six hours after the Appearance, the memorable

accident on this Line happened, and within ten hours the

dead and wounded were brought along through the tunnel

over the spot where the figure had stood.”

A disagreeable shudder crept over me, but I did my
best against it. It was not to be denied, I rejoined, that

this was a remarkable coincidence, calculated deeply to

impress his mind. But it was unquestionable that remark-

able coincidences did continually occur, and they must be

taken into account in dealing with such a subject. Though

to be sure I must admit, I added (for I thought I saw that

he was going to bring the objection to bear upon me),

men of common sense did not allow much for coinci-

dences in making the ordinary calculations of life.

He again begged to remark that he had not finished.

(continued)
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I again begged his pardon for being betrayed into in-

terruptions.

“This,” he said, again laying his hand upon my arm,

and glancing over his shoulder with hollow eyes, “was
just a year ago. Six or seven months passed, and I had
recovered frpm the surprise and shock, when one morn-
ing, as the day was breaking, I, standing at that door,

looked towards the red light, and saw the spectre again.”

He stopped, with a fixed look at me.

“Did it cry out?”

“No. It was silent.”

“Did it wave its arm?”
“No. It leaned against the shaft of the light, with both

hands before the face. Like this.”

Once more, I followed his action with my eyes. It was
an action of mourning. I have seen such an attitude in

stone figures on tombs.

“Did you go up to it?”

“I came in and sat down, partly to collect my thoughts,

partly because it had turned me faint. When I went to

the door again, daylight was above me, and the ghost was
gone.”

“But nothing followed? Nothing came of this?”

He touched me on the arm with his forefinger twice or

thrice, giving a ghastly nod each time:

“That very day, as a train came out of the tunnel, 1

noticed, at a carriage window on my side, what looked

like a confusion of hands and heads, and something waved.

I saw it, just in time to signal the driver. Stop! He shut off.

and put his brake on, but the train drifted past here a

hundred and fifty yards or more. I ran after it, and, as I

went along, heard terrible screams and cries. A beautiful

young lady had died instantaneously in one of the com-
partments, and was brought in here, and laid down on this

floor between us.”

Involuntarily, I pushed my chair back, as I looked

from the boards at which he pointed, to himself.

“True, sir. True. Precisely as it happened, so I tell it

you.”

I could think of nothing to say, to any purpose, and my
mouth was very dry. The wind and the wires took up the

story with a long lamenting wail.

He resumed. “Now, sir, mark this, and judge how my
mind is troubled. The spectre came back, a week ago.

Ever since, it has been there, now and again, by fits and

starts.”

“At the light?”

“At the Danger-light.”

“What does it seem to do?”

He repeated, if possible with increased passion and

vehemence, that former gesticulation of “For God’s sake

clear the way!”

Then, he went on. “I have no peace or rest for it. It

calls to me, for many minutes together, in an agonized

manner, ‘Below there! Look out! Look out!’ It stands

waving at me. It rings my little bell—”

1 caught at that. “Did it ring your bell yesterday eve-

ning when I was here, and you went to the door?”

“Twice.”
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“Why, see,” said I, “how your imagination misleads

you. My eyes were on the bell, and my ears were open to

the bell, and if I am a living man, it did not ring at those

times. No, nor at any other time; except when it was rung

in the natural course of physical things by the station com-

municating with you.”

He shook his head. “I have never made a mistake as

to that, yet, sir. I have never confused the spectre’s ring

with the man’s. The ghost’s ring is a strange vibration

in the bell that it derives from nothing else, and I have

not asserted that the bell stirs to the eye. I don’t wonder

that you failed to hear it. But I heard it.”

“And did the spectre seem to be there, when you looked

out?”

“It was there.”

“Both times?”

He repeated firmly: “Both times.”

“Will you come to the door with me, and look for it

now?”

He bit his under-lip as though he were somewhat un-

willing, but arose. I opened the door, and stood on the

step, while he stood in the doorway. There, was the

Danger-light. There, was the dismal mouth of the tunnel.

There, were the high wet stone walls of the cutting. There,

were the stars above them.

“Do you see it?” I asked him, taking particular note of

his face. His eyes were prominent and strained; but not

very much more so, perhaps, than my own had been when
I had directed them earnestly towards the same spot.

“No,” he answered. “It is not there.”

“Agreed,” said I.

We went in again, shut the door, and resumed our seats.

I was thinking how best to improve this advantage, if it

might be called one, when he took up the conversation in

such a matter of course way, so assuming that there could

be no serious question of fact between us, that I felt my-

self placed in the weakest of positions.

“By this time you will fully understand, sir,” he said,

“that what troubles me so dreadfully, is the question.

What does the spectre mean?”
I was not sure, I told him, that I did fully understand.

“What is its warning against?” he said, ruminating, with

his eyes on the fire, and only by times turning them on

me. “What is the danger? Where is the danger? There is

danger overhanging, somewhere on the Line. Some dread-

ful calamity will happen. It is not to be doubted this third

time, after what has gone before. But surely this is a cruel

haunting of me. What can / do?”

He pulled out his handkerchief, and wiped the drops

from his heated forehead.

“If I telegraph Danger, on either side of me, or on both,

I can give no reason for it,” he went on, wiping the palms

of his hands. “I should get into trouble, and do no good.

They would think I was mad. This is the way it would

work: — Message: ‘Danger! Take care!’ Answer: ‘What

Danger? Where?’ Message: ‘Don’t know. But for God’s

sake take care!’ They would displace me. What else could

they do?”
His pain of mind was most pitiable to see. It was the
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mental torture of a conscientious man, oppressed beyond

endurance by an unintelligible responsibility involving

life.

“When it first stood under the Danger-light,” he went

on, putting his dark hair back from his head, and drawing

his hands outward across and across his temples in an

extremity of feverish distress, “why not tell me where that

accident was to happen—if it must happen? Why not tell

me how it could be averted—if it could have been averted?

When on its secbnd coming it hid its face, why not tell

me instead: ‘She is going to die. Let them keep her at

home’? If it came, on those two occasions, only to show
me that its warnings were true, and so to prepare me for

the third, why not warn me plainly now? And I, Lord

help me! A mere poor signalman on this solitary station!

Why not go to somebody with credit to be believed, and

power to act!”

When I saw him in this state, I saw that for the poor
man’s sake, as well as for the public safety, what I had to

do for the time was, to compose his mind. Therefore,

setting aside all question of reality or unreality between

us, 1 represented to him that whoever thoroughly dis-

charged his duty, must do well, and that at least it was

his comfort that he understood his duty, though he did

not understand these confronting Appearances. In this

effort 1 succeeded far better than in the attempt to reason

him out of his conviction. He became calm; the occupa-

tions incidental to his post as the night advanced, began to

make larger demands on his attention; and I left him at

two in the morning. I had offered to stay through the

night, but he would not hear of it.

That I more than once looked back at the red light as

1 ascended the pathway, that 1 did not like the red light,

and that I should have slept poorly if my bed had been

under it, I see no reason to conceal. Nor, did I like the

two sequences of the accident and the dead girl. I see no

reason to conceal that, either.

But, what ran most in my thoughts was the considera-

tion how ought I to act, having become the recipient of

this disclosure? I had proved the man to be intelligent,

vigilant, painstaking, and exact; but how long might he

remain so, in his state of mind? Though in a subordinate

position, still he held a most important trust, and would 1

(for instance) like to stake my own life on the chances of

his continuing it with precision?

Unable to overcome a feeling that there would be some-

thing treacherous in my communicating what he told me,

to his superiors in the Company, without first being plain

with himself and proposing a middle course to him, I

ultimately resolved to offer to accompany him (otherwise

keeping his secret for the present) to the wisest medical

practitioner we could hear of in those parts, and to take

his opinion. A change in his time of duty would come

round next night, he had apprised me, and he would be

off an hour or two after sunrise, and on again soon after

sunset. 1 had appointed to return accordingly.

Next evening was a lovely evening, and I walked out

early to enjoy it. The sun was not yet quite down when I

traversed the field-path near the top of the deep cutting.

I would extend my walk for an hour, I said to myself,

half an hour on and half an hour back, and it would be

the time to go to my signal-man’s box.

Before pursuing my stroll, I stepped to the brink, and

mechanically looked down, from the point from which I

had first seen him. I cannot describe the thrill which seized

upon me, when, close at the mouth of the tunnel, I saw

the appearance of a man, with his left sleeve across his

eyes, passionately waving his right arm.

•The nameless hour that oppressed me, passed in a

moment, for in a moment I saw this appearance of a man
was a man indeed, and that there was a little group of

other men standing at a shorter distance, to whom he

seemed to be rehearsing the gesture he made. The Danger-

light was not yet lighted. Against its shaft, a little low hut,

entirely new to me, had been made of some wooden sup-

ports and tarpaulin. It looked no bigger than a bed.

With an irresistible sense that something was wrong—

with a flashing self-reproachful fear that fatal mischief

had come of my leaving the man there, and causing no

one to be sent to overlook or correct what he did—I de-

scended the notched path with all the speed I could make.

“What is the matter?” I asked the man.

“Signal-man killed this morning, sir.”

“Not the man belonging to that box?”

“Yes, sir.”

“Not the man I know?”
“You will recognise him, sir, if you knew him,” said

the man who spoke for the others, solemnly uncovering

his own head and raising an end of the tarpaulin, “for his

face is quite composed.”

“O! how did this happen, how did this happen?” I

asked, turning from one to another as the hut closed in

again.

“He was cut down by an engine, sir. No man in Eng-

land knew his work better. But somehow he was not clear

of the outer rail. It was just at broad day. He had struck

the light, and had the lamp in his hand. As the engine

came out of the tunnel, his back was towards her, and

she cut him down. That man drove her, and was showing

how it happened. Show the gentleman, Tom.”
The man, who wore a rough dark dress, stepped back

to his former place at the mouth of the tunnel!

“Coming round the curve in the tunnel, sir,” he said,

“I saw him at the end, like as if I saw him down a per-

spective-glass. There was no time to check speed, and I

knew him to be very careful. As he didn’t seem to take

heed of the whistle, I shut it off when we were running

down upon him, and called to him as loud as I could call.”

“What did you say?”

“I said, ‘Below there! Look out! Look out! For God’s

sake clear the way!”

I started.

“Ah! it was a dreadful time, sir. I never left off calling

to him. I put this arm before my eyes, not to see, and I

waved this arm to the last; but it was no use.”

Without prolonging the narrative to dwell on any one
of its curious circumstances more than on any other, I

may, in closing it, point out the coincidence that the warn-

ing of the Engine-Driver included, not only the words

which the unfortunate Signal-man had repeated to me as

haunting him, but also the words which I myself—not he

—had attached, and that only in my own mind, to the

gesticulation he had imitated. END
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The reason I sleep so soundly at night — as if anyone
cares particularly — is that my horror reveries are gen-

erally confined to the post-matutinal hoursJ'm short, I

have daymares. Not often, mind you, but just when I’ve

broken the law enough so the authorities take some serious

notice of me, which isn’t very often, thank goodness,

because my daymares make nightmares seem like Junior

League tea dances.

Take the time when I was overseas in the Army. One
night, I was being shown around an off-limits bar by an

off-duty military policeman friend who insisted the bar

was pretty hot stuff (it turned out, after some furtive

inspection on my part, that the only reason the bar was
off-limits was the kitchen facilities didn’t come up to Army
standards, which, of course, are notoriously high). Any-
way, the next night I was hunching over a verdant native

beer there with another friend, when the MP of the night

before came in, this time on-duty, and the smug Cossack
arrested both of us. We got off with a lengthy memorized
warning from a bored captain, but even so the strain was
too much. I had the daymares — about being apprehended

by all sorts of authorities in all sorts of verminous kitchens

— for a full Week, and I couldn’t eat a thing for days.

Criminal daymares weren’t for me, and until I was dis-

charged I only went to bars with sanitary kitchens. In fact,

I still do, just to be on the safe side.

The reason I’m bringing all this up is that I think I’ve

just broken the law and I’m worried. As a matter of fact,

I know I’ve broken the law and I’m damned worried So

worried, dear reader, that the daymares are back. What
happened is I bought a new mattress — one of those gar-

ishly patterned things which are supposed to do wonders

for your back — and I was testing it out at my apartment

when I noticed a piece of rectangular cloth hanging from
the mattress’s edge. I have a thing about removing pieces

of stray cloth or threads from otherwise neat items, so I

blithely ripped the material from the mattress and was
about to discard it when I spotted some printing. Right

at the top of the cloth strip it said in black letters: “DO
NOT REMOVE THIS TAG UNDER PENALTY OF
LAW.” I leapt from the mattress as if pulled by some
mysterious force. Quivering slightly and fearing the worst,

I read on. “All new material consisting of coil spring unit

covered with cotton telt . . . Certification is made that the

materials in this article are described in accordance of

law.” Then again, “DO NOT REMOVE THIS TAG
UNDER PENALTY OF LAW.”

Groping my way to a desk drawer, I feverishly jammed
the tag under some innocent-looking papers, then un-

steadily poured myself a double Scotch, murmuring all

the while that nothing was really wrong. Probably hap-

pens a thousand times a day all over the country, I figured,

and besides how was I to know? And besides that, who’s

going to find out?

I leaned back uneasily in an easy chair trying to forget

the whole mess, but it was too late. The daymare had

started. It began, as almost all my daymares do, with a

knock on the door. There I was, at rest in my comfortable

Can’t
you do
anything
right?



flat, nonchalantly putting aside a boxed edition of “The
Anatomy of Melancholy,” which I happened to be thumb-

ing through that afternoon, and ambling over to the door

with a display of superb upper-class poise, as is my wont

in these reveries. I opened the door with a flourish to

find a stocky, smiling chap with a sharply-trimmed reddish

moustache and a black bowler. An unlit meerschaum

hung rakishly from his mouth. “Hello, there,” he said

pleasantly. “Mind if I drop in for a bit?”

I knew who it was, of course, and I must admit to

blanching slightly under my carefully acquired copper

tan. But calling forth the artful discipline I was famous
for, I smiled the delicious smile I reserved for fanciful

visits from the law and said warmly, “And you would be

Inspector — ”

“The name’s Cringely,” he explained, offering his hand,

which I perfunctorily shook. “Harry Cringely. Don’t

bother a jot about me; I’d just like a look around, if I

may. Strictly routine.”

“To what purpose am I honored by your pres-

ence, Inspector?” I ventured in chilly innocence.

Cringely started. “Oh, I am sorry. I should have ex-

plained right off. I’m with the Tags and Labels Division

of The Department. Most people haven’t heard of it until

we drop by. We T and L men make spot checks to see the

law’s being complied with. Your place was up for today,

so here I am. Don’t pay me any mind; I’ll have a look

around and ask a few questions. Nothing to bother about.”

As delicately as possible under the circumstances, I

poured myself some sherry. Holding the sherry glass at

waist level, I slipped my free right hand into the pocket

of my double-breasted afternoon blazer, feeling the re-

assuring cool steel of the undersized Luger I invariably

kept there. I imperceptibly cleared my throat. “Exactly

what son of law are you checking on?” I asked.

Cringely’s eyes narrowed, his shoulders straightened.

“I’m here to check that articles present are in compliance

with acts of: District of Columbia, approved July 3, 1926;

Kansas, approved March, 1923; Minnesota, approved
April 24, 1929; New Jersey, revised Statutes 26:10-6 to

18; Louisiana Act 467 — 1948; Massachusetts G.L., Sec-

tion 270, Chapter 94 — laws like that. In short, my mis-

sion is to make sure no laws dealing with the removal or

alteration of tags and labels are broken. Not a bad job,

really, especially when you consider I used to be in Army
Kitchen Inspection.”

I broke the electric tension with a grin. “My home is

at your disposal, Inspector. Where would you like to

start?” I said, bolstered by the warm alcohol.

His eyes fixed on a slip-covered sofa, but he idly fin-

gered a silver cigarette box. “Interesting, this workman-
ship,” he muttered, snapping the lid open and shut several

times. “Please, old man, go on with your reading and pay
me no mind. I see you’re perusing the ‘Anatomy.’ Fas-

cinating stuff. I’ve found.” He tinkered with a few more
redundant objects and finally sauntered over by the sofa.

Casually unzippering the slip-cover of a pillow, he ran his

fingers inside and brought forth a small white tag.

“There’s the little rascal,” he snickered. “See this label



sewn into the pillow seam. Now, if that were missing, it

might mean some trouble. The Department really gets

riled when pillows or mattresses are involved. One chap

I remember back in ’52, I think it was — no, it was ’53

because that was the year foam rubber pillows made a

big splash — anyway, they had him under the big lights

for thirty-six hours. Finally got what they wanted out of

him, though.”

“What was that?” I asked, downing the remainder of

my sherry in what I belatedly considered to be a foolish

gulp.

“The rogue wouldn’t tell what he did with the tag,”

the Inspector went on. “Claimed the pillow came that way,

without a label. We ultimately found out what he did

with it. The blighter swallowed it. Imagine! What the

criminal mind won’t think of, eh? Fascinating mech-
anism, that.”

Feathers began to float listlessly in the air as Cringely

prodded some furniture . Posture-perfect and tight-lipped,

I extracted a Picayune Turkish cigarette from a fine-

grained Moroccan leather case, lighting it with my un-

shaking left hand. My right hand was still jammed into

my jacket pocket.

Eying me cautiously, he cast several pillows, rugs and

small chairs aside and slipped through the haze of feathers

towards the bedroom door. My whole rotten life flashed

before my watering eyes (it is true; I am allergic to pillow

feathers). I saw myself in countless similar situations —
the law about to pounce on my crime and seal up the

case against me, while I, inscrutable diabolism my hand-

maiden, break capture with wit and cunning at the crucial

moment. Were Cringely to notice the mattress, my brilliant

little jig would be up; he was so suave, so professional.

But was I to let doom subvert me? Never. Obviously, I

must be even suaver, more professional.

“Hey, there. Hold up a moment, Cringely,” I said,

perhaps a bit too hoarsely for my purposes. “No sense

going in there. There’s nothing of interest in the bedroom,

I can assure you. Anyway, I’m clean — you’ve seen that

much in the living room. Why waste your valuable time?

You’re a terribly busy man. Come, my friend, have a

sherry; then, perhaps, you’ll be my guest at a salmon

dinner. Later, we could take in the pictures. There’s a

dandy mystery at the Gerontion — ‘Fate Was My Foible,’

I think it is, with Derek Chilblain and Linda Yenda. What
do you say, Inspector?”

His continued movement towards the bedroom door

was my answer. I was coughing and sneezing now, but

I managed to slip between him and the doorway, spread-

ing myself as best I could across the width of it.

Cringely stared at me, the pixy’s twinkle in his eyes.

He lit his pipe contemplatively. “See here, old hat,” he

said patiently, “I’m just doing my job, you know. No call

to get ruffled. Now relax like a good chap, and, if you’ve

nothing to hide. I’ll be out of here before you can say”—

he paused to draw significantly on his briar — “ ‘Do not

remove this tag under penalty of law.’
”

“Who’s ruffled,” I said, the comers of my mouth thick-

ening to an ugly sneer. “I couldn’t be calmer.” My right

hand, which had scarcely left my pocket throughout

Cringely’s entire visit, closed onto the smooth Luger

handle. “Yes,” I repeated, “I couldn’t be calmer,” and

silently drew out -the pistol so that its barrel wiggled

menacingly at Cringely.

The inspector coolly eyed the pistol through the veil

of feathers. Then, he looked directly at me, following my
every slight movement. “I detest violence,” he said, flick-

ing his moustache, “so I’ll be straight with you, old sport.

My coming here wasn’t a routine check after all. We
were tipped off about you long ago through one of our

paid informers. We’ve been wise to your tag-ripping

capers for some time now. Even as I speak, your flat is

being surrounded. If I’m not out of here in two minutes,

they’ll come up.You’re finished, old hat. Now hand over

that toy before you hurt yourself, and let’s be reasonable.”

At this point, all semblance of poise drained out of me.

“Who was the bloody informer?” I screamed, waving the

Luger dangerously close to my own head.

“Your maid — Ella,” Cringely said, knowing he had

me, Luger or no. “She noticed the missing mattress tag,

and like the fine citizen she is she told The Department.

Your goose is cooked, champ.”

“Ella,” I breathed. “Ella turned me in. I don’t believe

it. Dear, sweet old Ella. We exchanged cards last Christ-

mas. Ella. I can’t believe it.”

Cringely’s grin broadened. “Oh, Ella’s turned in at

least fifty chaps like you. Through her we got the tip-off

on a fellow named Ed Woolsey who was peddling contra-

band tags and labels to the Russians at a neat profit. She’s

one of our best, that Ella. Now be a decent sort and let’s

have the pistol. You’ll get off with eight years, if you

behave yourself.”

There was a horrendous pounding on the front door.

“Those are my colleagues,” said Cringely, puffing on his

pipe contentedly. “Now you can see you’re all played out.

You’ve blotted your copybook, old bean.”

“Maybe I have,” I shouted, “but I’m not through yet,

my dear Inspector Cringely, not by any means. You see,

you’ve forgotten about my little persuader here.” I lev-

eled my Luger at the inspector’s sizable midriff and

squeezed the trigger, smirking my finest smirk. There was

a resounding click, followed by cackling from Cringely.

My copybook was blotted.

The front door splintered open and five men - all of

them the absolute image of Cringely — burst into the room,

grabbing my broken figure.

“You see, old hat, we took the precaution of having

the bullets removed from your Luger when Ella told us

of its existence. Your diabolical career is at an end.
‘

’Tis

sport to have the engineer hoist with his own petard’ —
Hamlet, Act Two, I believe. Take him away, chaps,” said

Cringely, still cackling.

“Act Three, you idiot,” I murmured, and was led away.

******
I had a distinct feeling of absurdity when I found my-

self, Scotch in hand, shuffling through some innocent-

looking papers in my desk drawer and extracting a cloth

tag. I had the needle from my old Army sewing kit

threaded in a jiffy, so it just took half a minute to make
fast the tag to the mattress with a few rough stitches. It

wasn’t the best of sewing jobs, but, as I thought rather

confidently, anyone — even Ella — would have the devil

of a time spotting the difference. END
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BACKSTAGE
ON

BROADWAY
with

Paul Coker

It’s pretty

unanimous that

Gypsy — a musical

based on the early

life of Gypsy Rose Lee

— is one of the biggest,

best show biz-iest,

smasheroonie shows to

hit Broadway in years.

Thousands see it from

out front every week.

But now we ask you, who

ever sees it from out

back? Well, you do,

compliments of artist

Paul Coker.





Backstage is a workshop of illusions.
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An actor’s state of mind . . . ... is different backstage.
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END

Once in awhile, the audience

does get a glimpse of backstage problems, and that’s part of the excitement of Broadway.
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CHILD’S PLAY continued front page 14

Never again that evening did he recapture the exulta-

tion of the brown mold, though he constructed a giant

protein molecule and a whole slew of filterable viruses.

He called the office from the little comer drugstore

which was his breakfast nook. “I’ll be home all day,” he

told Tina.

She was a little puzzled. So was Lew Knight who
grabbed the phone. “Hey, counselor, you building up a

neighborhood practice? Kid Blackstone is missing out on

a lot of cases. Two ambulances have already clanged past

the building.”

“Yeah,” said Sam. “I’ll tell him when he comes in.”

The week end was almost upon him, so he decided to

take the next day off as well. He wouldn’t have any real

work till Monday when the Somerset & Ojack basket

would produce his lone egg.

Before he returned to his room, he purchased a copy

of an advanced bacteriology. It was amusing to construct

—with improvements!—uni-cellular creatures whose very

place in the scheme of classification was a matter for argu-

ment among scientists of his own day. The Bild-A-Man
manual, of course, merely gave a few examples and gen-

eral rules; but with the descriptions in the bacteriology,

the world was his oyster.

VVhich was an idea: he made a few oysters. The shells

weren’t hard enough, and he couldn’t quite screw his

courage up to the eating point, but they were most un-

deniably bivalves. If he cared to perfect his technique,

his food problem would be solved.

The manual was fairly easy to follow and profusely

illustrated with pictures that expanded into solidity as the

page was opened. Very little was taken for granted; in-

volved explanations followed simpler ones. Only the allu-

sions were occasionally obscure— “This is the principle

used in the phanphophlink toys,” “When your teeth are

next kokekkled or demortoned, think of the Bacterium

cyanogenum and the humble part it plays,” “If you have

a ribicular mannikin around the house, you needn’t bother

with the chapter on mannikins.”

After a brief search had convinced Sam that whatever

else he now had in his apartment he didn’t have a ribicular

mannikin, he felt justified in turning to the chapter on
mannikins. He had conquered completely this feeling of

being Pop playing with Junior’s toy train: already he had

done more than the world’s top biologists ever dreamed

of for the next generation and what might not lie ahead—
what problems might he not yet solve?

“Never forget that mannikins are constructed for one

purpose and one purpose only.” I won’t, Sam promised.

“Whether they arc sanitary mannikins, tailoring manni-

kins, printing mannikins or even sunevviarry mannikins,

they are each constructed with one operation of a given

process in view. When you make a mannikin that is cap-

able of more than one function, you are committing a

crime so serious as to be punishable by public admoni-

tion.”

“To construct an elementary mannikin—”

It was very difficult. Three times he tore down develop-

ing monstrosities and began anew. It wasn’t till Sunday



that the mannikin was complete—or rather, incomplete.

Long arms it had—although by an error, one was slightly

longer than the other—a faceless head and a trunk. No
legs. No eyes or ears, no organs of reproduction. It lay

on his bed and gurgled out of the red rim of a mouth that

was supposed to serve both for ingress and excretion of

food. It waved the long arms, designed for some one

simple operation not yet invented, in slow circles.

Sam, watching it, decided that life could be as ugly as

an open field latrine in midsummer.
He had to disassemble it. Its length—three feet from

almost boneless fingers to tapering, sealed-off trunk —
precluded the use of the tiny disassembleator with which

he had taken apart the oysters and miscellaneous small

creations. There was a bright yellow notice on the large

disassembleator, however— “To be used only under the

direct supervision of a Census Keeper. Call formula A76
or unstable your id.”

“Formula A76” meant about as much as “sunevviarry,”

and Sam decided his id was already sufficiently unstabled,

thank you. He’d have to make out without a Census

Keeper. The big disassembleator probably used the same
general principles as the small one.

He clamped it to a bedpost and adjusted the focus.

Five minutes later the mannikin was a bright, gooey

mess on his bed.

The large disassembleator, Sam was convinced as he

tidied his room, did require the supervision of a Census

Keeper. Some sort of keeper anyway. He rescued as many
of the legless creature’s constituents as he could, although

he doubted he’d be using the set for the next fifty years

or so. He certainly wouldn’t ever use the disassembleator

again; much less spectacular and disagreeable to shove the

whole thing into a meat grinder and crank the handle as

it squashed inside.

As he locked the door behind him on his way to a gentle

binge, he made a mental note to purchase some fresh

sheets the next morning. He’d have to sleep on the floor

tonight.

Wrist-deep in Somerset & Ojack minutiae, Sam was
conscious of Lew Knight’s stares and Tina’s puzzled

glances. If they only knew, he exulted! But Tina would

probably just think it “marr-vell-ouss!” and Lew Knight

might make some crack like “Hey! Kid Frankenstein him-

self!” Come to think of it though Lew would probably

have worked out some method of duplicating, to a limited

extent, the contents of the Bild-A-Man set and marketing

it commercially. Whereas he- well, there' were other things

you could do with the gadget. Plenty of other things.

“Hey, counselor,” Lew Knight was perched on the

comer of his desk, “what are these long week ends we’re

taking? You might not make as much money in the law,

but does it look right for an associate of mine to sell maga-

zine subscriptions on the side?”

. Sam stuffed his ears mentally against the emery-wheel

voice. “I’ve been writing a book.”

“A law book? Weber ‘On Bankruptcy’?”

“No, a juvenile. ‘Lew Knight, Neanderthal Nitwit.’

“Won’t sell. The title lacxs punch. Something like

‘Knights, Knaves and Knobheads’ is what the public goes
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for these days. By the way, Tina tells me you two had
some sort of understanding about New Year’s Eve and

she doesn’t think you’d mind if I took her out instead.

I don’t think you’d mind either, but I may be prejudiced.

Especially since I have a table reservation at Cigale’s

where there’s usually less of a crowd of a New Year’s Eve
than at the Automat.”

“I don’t mind.”

“Good,” said Knight approvingly as he moved away.

“By the way, I won that case. Nice juicy fee, too. Thanks

for asking.”

Tina also wanted to know if he objected to the new
arrangements when she brought the mail. Again, he didn’t.

Where had he been for over two days? He had been

busy, very busy. Something entirely new. Something
important.

She stared down at him as he separated offers of used

cars guaranteed not to have been driven over a quarter

of a million miles from caressing reminders that he still

owed half the tuition for the last year of law school and
when was he- going to pay it?

Came a letter that was neither bill nor ad. Sam’s heart

momentarily lost interest in the monotonous round of

pumping that was its lot as he stared at a strange post-

mark: Glunt City, Ohio.

Dear Sir:

There is no firm in Glunt City at the present time bear-

ing any name similar to “Bild-A-Man Company” nor do
we know of any such organization planning to join our
little community. We also have no thoroughfare called

“Diagonal”; our north-south streets are named after

Indian tribes while our east-west avenues are listed nu-
merically in multiples of five.

Glunt City is a restricted residential township; we in-

tend to keep it that. Only small retailing and service estab-

lishments are permitted here. If you are interested in

building a home in Glunt City and can furnish proof of

white, Christian, Anglo-Saxon ancestry on both sides of

your family for fifteen generations, we would be glad to

furnish further information.

Thomas H. Plantagenet, Mayor
P.S. An airfield for privately owned jet- and propeller-

driven aircraft is being built outside the city limits.

That was sort of that. He would get no refills on any
of the vials and bottles even if he had a loose slunk or

two with which to pay for the stuff. Better go easy on the

material and conserve it as much as possible. But no dis-

assembling!

Would the “Bild-A-Man Company” begin manufactur-
ing at Glunt City some time in the future when it had
developed .into an industrial metropolis against the con-
stricted wills of its restricted citizenry? Or had his package
slid from some different track in the human time stream,

some era to be born on another-dimensional earth? There
would have to be a common origin to both, else why the

English wordage? And could there be a purpose in his

having received it, beneficial—or otherwise?

Tina had been asking him a question. Sam detached his

mind from shapeless speculation and considered her quite-

the-opposite features.

“So if you’d still like me to go out with you New Year’s

Eve, all I have to do is tell Lew that my mother expects to

suffer from her gallstones and I have to stay home. Then I

think you could buy the Cigale reservations from him
cheap.”

“Thanks a lot, Tina, but very honestly I don’t have the

loose cash right now. You and Lew make a much more
logical couple anyhow.”.

Lew Knight wouldn’t have done that. Lew cut throats

with carefree zest. But Tina did seem to go with Lew as a

type.

Why? Until Lew had developed a raised eyebrow where

Tina was concerned, it had been Sam all the way. The rest

of the office had accepted the fact and moved out of their

path. It wasn’t only a question of Lew’s greater success

and financial well-being: just that Lew had decided he

wanted Tina and had got her.

It hurt. Tina wasn’t special; she was no cultural com-
panion, no intellectual equal; but he wanted her. He liked

being with her. She was the woman he desired, rightly or

wrongly, whether or not there was a sound basis to their

relationship. He remembered his parents before a 'railway

accident had orphaned him: they were theoretically in-

compatible, but they had been terribly happy together.

He was still wondering about it the next night as he

flipped the pages of “Twinning yourself and your friends.”

It would be interesting to twin Tina.

“One for me, one for Lew.”

Only the horrible possibility of an error was there. His

mannikin had not been perfect: its arms had been of un-

equal length. Think of a physically lopsided Tina, some-

thing he could never bring himself to disassemble, limping

extraneously through life.

And then the book warned: “Your constructed twin,

though resembling you in every obvious detail, has not

had the slow and guarded maturity you have enjoyed. He
or she will not be as stable mentally, much less able to

cope with unusual situations, much more prone to neuro-

sis. Only a professional camuplicator, using the finest

equipment, can make an exact copy of a human per-

sonality. Yours will be able to live and even reproduce,

but never to be accepted as a valid and responsible mem-
ber of society.”

Well, he could chance that. A little less stability in Tina
would hardly be noticeable; it might be more desirable.

There was a knock. He opened the door, guarding the

box from view, with his body. His landlady.

“Your door has been locked for the past week, Mr.
Weber. That’s why the chambermaid hasn’t cleaned the

room. We thought you didn’t want anyone inside.”

“Yes.” He stepped into the hall and closed the door be-

hind him. “I’ve been doing some highly important legal

work at home.”
“Oh.” He sensed a murderous curiosity and changed

the subject.

“Why all the fine feathers, Mrs. Lipanti—New Year’s

Eve party?”

She smoothed her frilled black dress self-consciously.

“Y-yes. My sister and her husband came in from Spring-

field today and we were going to make a night of it. Only
. . . only the girl who was supposed to come over and mind

(continued)
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their baby just phoned and she she isn’t feeling well. So I

guess we won’t go unless somebody else, I mean unless we
can get someone else to take care ... I mean, somebody

who doesn’t have a previous engagement and who
wouldn’t—” Her voice trailed away in assumed embarrass-

ment as she realized the favor was already asked.

Well, after all, he wasn’t doing anything tonight. And
she had been remarkably pleasant those times when he

had had to operate on the basis of “Of course I’ll have the

rest of the rent in a day or so.” But why did any one of the

earth’s two billion humans, when in the possession of an

unpleasant buck, pass it automatically to Sam Weber?
Then he remembered Chapter IV on babies and other

small humans. Since the night when he had separated the

mannikin from its constituent parts, he’d been running

through the manual as an intellectual exercise. He didn’t

feel quite up to making some weird error on a small hu-

man. But twinning wasn’t supposed to be as difficult.

Only by Gog and by Magog, by Asculapius the Physi-

cian and Kildare the Doctor, he would not disassemble

this time. There must be other methods of disposal pos-

sible in a large city on a dark night. He’d think of some-

thing.

“I’d be glad to watch the baby for a few hours.” He
started down the hall to anticipate her polite protest.

“Don’t have a date tonight myself. No, don’t mention it,

Mrs. Lipanti. Glad to do it.”

In the landlady’s apartment her nervous sister briefed

him doubtfully: “And that’s the only time she cries in a

low, steady way so if you move fast there won’t be much

damage done. Not much, anyway.”

He saw them to the door. “I’ll be fast enough,” he

assured the mother. “Just so I get a hint.”

Mrs. Lipanti paused at the door. “Did I tell you about

the man who was asking after you this afternoon?”

Again? “A sort of tall, old man in a long, black over-

coat?”

“With the most frightening way of staring into your

face and talking under his breath. Do you know him?”

“Not exactly. What did he want?”

“Well, he asked if there was a Sam Weaver living here

who was a lawyer and had been spending most of his time

in his room for the past week. I told him we had a Sam
Weber—your first name is Sam?—who answered to that

description, but that the last Weaver had moved out over

a year ago. He just looked at me for a while and said,

‘Weaver, Weber—they might have made an error,’ and

walked out without so much as a good-by or excuse me.

Not what I call a polite gentleman.”

Thoughtfully Sam walked back to the child. Strange

how sharp a mental picture he had formed of this man!

Possibly because the two women who had met him thus

far had been very impressionable, although to hear their

stories the impression was there to be received.

He doubted there was any mistake: the man had been

looking for him on both occasions; his knowledge of Sam’s

vacation from foolscap this past week proved that. It did

seem as if he weren’t interested in meeting him until some

moot point of identity should be established beyond the
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least shadow of a doubt. Something of a legal mind, that.

The whole affair centered around the “Bild-A-Man” set

he was positive. This skulking investigation hadn’t started

until after the gift from 2161 had been delivered—and
Sam had started using it.

But till the character in the long, black overcoat paddled

up to Sam Weber personally and stated his business, there

wasn’t very much he could do about it.

Sam went upstairs for his Junior Biocalibrator.

He propped the manual open against the side of the

bed and switched the instrument on to full scanning power.

The infant gurgled thickly as the calibrator was rolled

slowly over its fat body and a section of metal tape un-

wound from the slot with, according to the manual, a

completely detailed physiological description.

It was detailed. Sam gasped as the tape, running through

the enlarging viewer, gave information on the child for

which a pediatrician would have taken out at least three

mortgages on his immortal soul. Thyroid capacity,

chromosome quality, cerebral content. All broken down
into neat subheads of data for construction purposes. Rate

of skull expansion in minutes for the next ten hours; rate

of cartilage transformation; changes in hormone secre-

tions while active and at rest.

This was a blueprint; it was like taking canons from a

baby.

Sam left the child to a puzzled contemplation of its

navel and sped upstairs. With the tape as a guide, he

clipped sections of the molds into the required smaller

sizes. Then, almost before he knew it consciously, he was
constructing a small human.
He was amazed at the ease with which he worked. Skill

was evidently acquired in this game; the mannikin had
been much harder to put together. The matter of duplica-

tion and working from an informational tape simplified

his problems, though.

The child took form under his eyes.

He was finished just an hour and a half after he had
taken his first measurements. All except the vitalizing.

A moment’s pause, here. The ugly prospect of disas-

sembling stopped him for a moment, but he shook it off.

He had to see how well he had done the job. If this child

could breathe, what was not possible to him! Besides he

couldn’t keep it suspended in an inanimate condition very

long without running the risk of ruining his work and the

materials.

He started the vitalizer.

The child shivered and began a low, steady cry. Sam
tore down to the landlady’s apartment again and scooped

up a square of white linen left on the bed for emergen-
cies. Oh well, some more clean sheets.

After he had made the necessary repairs, he stood back
and took a good look at it. He was in a sense a papa. He
felt as proud.

It was a perfect little creature, glowing and round with

health.

“I have twinned,” he said happily.

Every detail correct. The two sides of the face correctly

unexact, the duplication of the original child’s lunch at
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the very same point of digestion. Same hair, same eyes—
or was it? Sam bent over the infant. He could have sworn
the other was a blonde. This child had dark hair which
seemed to grow darker as he looked.

He grabbed it with one hand and picked up the junior

biocalibrator with the other.

D ownstairs, he placed the two babies side by side on the

big bed. No doubt about it. One was blonde; the other, his

plagiarism, was now a definite brunette.

The biocalibrator showed other differences: Slightly

faster pulse for his model. Lower blood count. Minutely
higher cerebral capacity, although the content was the

same. Adrenalin and bile secretions entirely unalike.

It added up to error. His child might be the superior

specimen, or the inferior one, but he had not made a true

copy. He had no way of knowing at the moment whether
or not the infant he had built could grow into a human
maturity. The other could.

Why? He had followed directions faithfully, had con-
sulted the calibrator tape at every step. And this had re-

sulted. Had he waited too long before starting the vitalizer?

Or was it just a matter of insufficient skill?

Close to midnight, his watch delicately pointed out. It

would be necessary to remove evidences of baby-making
before the Sisters Lipanti came home. Sam considered

possibilities swiftly.

He came down in a few moments with an old tablecloth

and a cardboard carton. He wrapped the child in the table-

cloth, vaguely happy that the temperature had risen that

night, then placed it in the carton.

The child gurgled at the adventure. Its original on the

bed gooed in return. Sam slipped quietly out into the street.

Male and female drunks stumbled along tootling on
tiny trumpets. People wished each other a hie happy new
year as he strode down the necessary three blocks.

As he turned left, he saw the sign: “Urban Foundling
Home.” There was a light burning over a side door. Con-
venient, but that was a big city for you.

Sam shrank into the shadow of an alley for a moment as

a new idea occurred to him. This had to look genuine. He
pulled a pencil out of his breast pocket and scrawled on
the side of the carton in as small handwriting as he could

manage:
Please take good care of my darling little girl. I am not

married.

Then he deposited the carton on the doorstep and held

his finger on the bell until he heard movement inside. He
was across the street and in the alley again by the time a

nurse had opened the door.

It wasn’t until he walked into the boarding house that

he remembered about the navel. He stopped and tried to

recall. No, he had built his little girl wihout a navel! Her
belly had been perfectly smooth. That’s what came of

hurrying. Shoddy workmanship.
There might be a bit of to-do in the foundling home

when they unwrapped the kid. How would they explain it?

Sam slapped his forehead. “Me and Michelangelo. He
adds a navel, I forget one!”

Except for an occasional groan, the office was fairly

quiet the second day of the New Year
He was going through the last intriguing pages of the

SCHOOL) OF MARRIACE...
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FOR BRIDES slND GROOMS
book when he was aware of two people teetering awk-
wardly near his desk. His eyes left the manual reluctantly

:

“New kinds of life for your leisure moments” was really

stuff!

Tina and Lew Knight.

Sam digested the fact that neither of them were perched

on his desk.

Tina wore the little ring she’d received for Christmas

on the third finger of her left hand; Lew was experimenting

with a sheepish look and finding it difficult.

“Oh, Sam. Last night, Lew . . . Sam, we wanted you to

be the first—Such a surprise, like that I mean! Why 1 al-

most—Naturally we thought this would be a little difficult

. . . Sam, we’re going, I mean we expect—”
“—to be married,” Lew Knight finished in what was al-

most an undertone. For the first time since Sam had
known him he looked uncertain and suspicious of life,

like a man who finds a newly-hatched octopus in his

breakfast orange juice.

“You’d adore the way Lew proposed,” Tina was gush-

ing. “So roundabout. And so shy. I told him afterwards

that I thought for a moment he was talking of something
else entirely. I did have trouble understanding you, didn’t

I, dear?”

“Huh? Oh yeah, you had trouble understanding me.”
Lew stared at his former rival. “Much of a surprise?”

“Oh, no. No surprise at all. You two fit together so per-

fectly that 1 knew it right from the first.” Sam mumbled
his felicitations, conscious of Tina’s searching glances.

“And now, if you’ll excuse me, there’s something 1 have to

take care of immediately. A special sort of wedding
present.”

Lew was disconcerted. “A wedding present. This

early?”

“Why certainly,” Tina told him. “It isn’t very easy to

get just the right thing. And a special friend like Sam
naturally wants to get a very special gift.”

Sam decided he had taken enough. He grabbed the

manual and his coat and dodged through the door.

By the time he came to the red stone steps of the board-

ing house, he had reached the conclusion that the wound,
while painful, had definitely missed his heart. He was in

fact chuckling at the memory of Lew Knight’s face when
his landlady plucked at his sleeve.

“That man was here again today, Mr. Weber. He said

he wanted to see you.”

“Which man? The tall, old fellow?”

Mrs. Lipanti nodded, her arms folded complacently
across her chest. “Such an unpleasant person! When I

told him you weren’t in, he insisted I take him up to your
room. I said I couldn’t do that without your permission

and he looked at me fit to kill. I’ve never believed in the

evil eye myself—although I always say where there is

smoke there must be fire—but if there is such a thing as an
evil eye, he has it.”

“Will he be back?”

“Yes. He asked me when you usually return and I said

about eight o’clock, figuring that if you didn’t want to meet
him it would give you time to change your clothes and
wash up and leave before he gets here. And, Mr. Weber,
if you’ll excuse me for saying this, I don’t think you want
to meet him.”
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“Thanks. But when he comes in at eight, show him up.

If he’s the right person, I’m in illegal possession of his

property. I want to know where this property originates.”

In his room, he put the manual away carefully and told

the box to open. The Junior Biocalibrator was not too

bulky and newspaper would suffice to cover it. He was on

his way uptown in a few minutes with the strangely shaped

parcel under his arm.

Did he still want to duplicate Tina, he pondered? Yes,

in spite of everything. She was still the woman he desired

more than any he had ever known; and with the original

married to Lew, the replica would have no choice but him-

self. Only—the replica would have Tina’s characteristics

up to the moment the measurements were taken; she

might insist on marrying Lew as well.

That would make for a bit of a sitcheeayshun. But he

was still miles from that bridge. It might even be amusing—

The possibility of error was more annoying. The Tina

he would make might be off-center in a number of ways:

reds might overlap pinks like an imperfectly reproduced

color photograph; she might, in time, come to digest her

own stomach; there could very easily be a streak of

strange and incurable insanity implicit in his model which

would not assert itself until a deep mutual affection had

flowered and borne fruit. As yet, he was no great shakes

as a twinner and human mimeographer; the errors he had

made on Mrs. Lipanti’s niece demonstrated his amateur

standing.

Sam knew he would never be able to dismantle Tina if

she proved defective. Outside of the chivalrous concepts

and almost superstitious reverence for womankind pressed

into him by a small town boyhood, there was the unmiti-

gated horror he felt at the idea of such a beloved object

going through the same disintegrating process as—well, the

mannikin. But if he overlooked an essential in his con-

struction, what other recourse would there be?

Solution: nothing must be overlooked. Sam grinned bit-

terly as the ancient elevator swayed up to his office. If he

only had time for a little more practice with a person

whose reactions he knew so exactly that any deviation

from the norm would be instantly obvious! But the

strange, old man would be calling tonight, and, if his busi-

ness concerned “Bild-A-Man” sets, Sam’s experiments

might be abruptly curtailed. And where would he find

such a person—he had few real friends and no intimate

ones. And, to be at all valuable, it would have to be some-

one he knew as well as himself.

Himself!

“Floor, sir.” The elevator operator was looking at him
reproachfully. Sam’s exultant shout had caused him to

bring the carrier to a spasmodic stop six inches under the

floor level, something he had not done since that bygone

day when he had first nervously reached for the controls.

He felt his craftmanship was under a shadow as he mo-

rosely closed the door behind the lawyer.

And why not himself? He knew his own physical attri-

butes better than he knew Tina’s; any mental instability

on the part of his reproduced self would be readily dis-

cernible long before it reached the point of psychosis or



worse. And the beauty of it was that he would have no

compunction in disassembling a superfluous Sam Weber.

Quite the contrary: the horror in that situation would be

the continued existence of a duplicate personality; its re-

moval would be a relief.

Twinning himself would provide the necessary practice

in a familiar medium. Ideal. He’d have to take careful

notes so that if anything went wrong he’d know just where

to avoid going off the track in making his own personal

Tina.

And maybe the old geezer wasn’t interested in the set

at all. Even if he were, Sam could take his landlady’s

advice and not be at home when he called. Silver linings

wherever he looked.

L ew Knight stared at the instrument in Sam’s hands.

“What in the sacred name of Blackstone and all his com-

mentaries is that? Looks like a lawn mower for a window

box !”

“It’s uh, sort of a measuring gadget. Gives the right size

for one thing and another and this and that. Won’t be able

to get you the wedding present I have in mind unless I

know the right size. Or sizes. Tina, would you mind step-

ping out into the hall?”

“Nooo,” She looked dubiously at the gadget. “It won’t

hurt?”

It wouldn’t hurt a bit, Sam assured her. “I just want to

keep this a secret from Lew till after the ceremony.”

She brightened at that and preceded Sam through the

door. “Hey counselor,” one of the other young lawyers

called at Lew as they left. “Hey counselor, don’t let him
do that. Possession is nine points, Sam always says. He’ll

never bring her back.”

Lew chuckled weakly and bent over his work.

“Now I want you to go into the ladies’ room,” Sam ex-

plained to a bewildered Tina. “I’ll stand guard outside

and tell the other customers that the place is out of order.

If another woman is inside wait until she leaves. Then
strip.”

“Strip?” Tina squealed.

He nodded. Then very carefully, emphasizing every

significant detail of operation, he told her how to use the

Junior Biocalibrator. How she must be careful to kick

the switch and set the tape running. How she must cover

every external square inch of her body. “This little arm
will enable you to lower it down your back. No questions

now. Git.” She gat.

She was back in fifteen minutes, fluffing her dress into

place and studying the tape with a rapt frown. “This is the

strangest thing — According to the spool, my iodine

content—”

Sam snaffled the Biocalibrator hurriedly. “Don’t give it

another thought. It’s a code, kind of. Tells me just what

size and how many of what kind. You’ll be crazy about

the gift when you see it.”

“I know I will.” She bent over him as he kneeled and

examined the tape to make certain she had applied the

instrument correctly. “You know, Sam, I always felt

your taste was perfect. I want you to come and visit us

often after we’re married. You can have such beautiful

f Certainly, I’ll

come to dinner.

Let’s see . . . next
Sunday, that’s

December 7th

isn’t it?



ideas! Lew is a bit too . . . too businesslike, isn’t he? I mean
it’s necessary for success and all that, but success isn’t

everything. I mean you have to have culture, too. You’ll

help me keep cultured, won’t you, Sam?”
“Sure,” Sam said vaguely. The tape was complete. Now

to get started! “Anything I can do—glad to help.”

He rang for the elevator and noticed the forlorn un-

certainty with which she watched him. “Don’t worry,

Tina. You and Lew will be very happy together. And
you’ll love this wedding present.” But not as much as I

will, he told himself as he stepped back into the elevator.

Back in his room, he emptied the machine and un-

dressed. In a few moments he had another tape on him-

self. He would have liked to consider it for a while, but

being this close to the goal made him impatient. He locked

the door, cleaned his room hurriedly of accumulated junk

—remembering to sniff in annoyance at Aunt Maggie’s

ties: the blue and red one almost lighted up the room-
ordered the box to open—and he was ready to begin.

First the water. With the huge amount of water neces-

sary to the human body, especially in the case of an adult,

he might as well start collecting it now. He had bought sev-

eral pans and it would take his lone faucet some time to

fill them all.

As he placed the first pot under the tap, Sam wondered

suddenly if its chemical impurities might affect the end

product. Of course it might! These children of 2161 would

probably take absolutely pure HjO as a matter of daily

use; the manual hadn’t mentioned the subject, but how

did he know what kind of water they had available? Well,

he’d boil this batch over his chemical stove; when he got

to making Tina he could see about getting aqua com-
pletely pura.

Score another point for making a simulacrum of Sam
first.

While waiting for the water to boil, he arranged his

supplies to positions of maximum availability. They were

getting low. That baby had taken up quite a bit of useful

ingredients; too bad he hadn’t seen his way clear to dis-

assembling it. That meant if there were any argument in

favor of allowing the replica of himself to go on living, it

was now invalid. He’d have to take it apart in order to

have enough for Tina II. Or Tina prime?

He leafed through Chapters VI, VII and VIII on the

ingredients, completion and disassembling of a man. He’d

been through this several times before but he’d passed

more than one law exam on the strength of a last-minute

review.

The constant reference to mental instability disturbed

him. “The humans constructed with this set will, at the

very best, show most of the superstitious tendencies and

neurosis-compulsions of medieval mankind. In the long

run they are not normal; take great care not to consider

them such.” Well, it wouldn’t make too much difference

in Tina’s case—and that was all that was important.

When he had finished adjusting the molds to the correct

sizes, he fastened the vitalizer to the bed. Then—very, very

slowly and with repeated glances at the manual, he began

to duplicate Sam Weber. He learned more of his physical



limitations and capabilities in the next two hours than

any man had ever known since the day when an incon-

spicuous primate had investigated the possibilities of

ground locomotion upon the nether extremities alone.

Strangely enough, he felt neither awe nor exultation.

It was like building a radio receiver for the first time.

Child’s play.

Most of the vials and jars were empty when he had

finished. The damp molds were stacked inside the box,

still in their three-dimensional outline. The manual lay

neglected on the floor.

Sam Weber stood near the bed looking down at Sam
Weber on the bed.

All that remained was vitalizing. He daren’t wait too

long or imperfections might set in and the errors of the

baby be repeated. He shook off a nauseating feeling of

unreality, made certain that the big disassembleator was

within reach and set the Jiffy Vitalizer in motion.

The man on the bed coughed. He stirred. He sat up.

“Wow!” he said. “Pretty good, if I do say so myself!”

And then he had leaped off the bed and seized the dis-

assembleator. He tore great chunks of wiring out of the

center, threw it to the floor and kicked it into shapeless-

ness. “No Sword of Damocles going to hang over my
head,” he informed an open-minded Sam Weber. “Al-

though, I could have used it on you, come to think of it.”

Sam eased himself to the mattress and sat down. His

mind stopped rearing and whinnied to a halt. He had been

so impressed with the helplessness of the baby and the

mannikin that he had never dreamed of the possibility

that his duplicate would enter upon life with such enthu-

siasm. He should have, though; this was a full-grown man,
created at a moment of complete physical and mental

activity.

“This is bad,” he said at last in a hoarse voice. “You’re

unstable. You can’t be admitted into normal society.”

“I’m unstable?” his image asked. “Look who’s talking!

The guy who’s been mooning his way through his adult

life, who wants to marry an overdressed, conceited collec-

tion of biological impulses that would come crawling on
her knees to any man sensible enough to push the right

buttons—”

“You leave Tina’s name out of this,” Sam told him,

feeling acutely uncomfortable at the theatrical phrase.

His double looked at him and grinned. “O.K., I will.

But not her body ! Now, look here, Sam or Weber or what-

ever you want me to call you, you can live your life and
I’ll live mine. I won’t even be a lawyer if that’ll make you
happy. But as far as Tina is concerned, now that there are

no ingredients to make a copy—that was a rotten escapist

idea, by the way—I have enough of your likes and dislikes

to want her badly. And I can have her, whereas you can’t.

You don’t have the gumption.”

Sam leaped to his feet and doubled his fists. Then he

saw the other’s entirely equal size and slightly more as-

sured twinkle. There was no point in fighting—that would
end in a draw, at best. He went back to reason.

“According to the manual,” he began, “you are prone

to neurosis—”
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“The manual! The manual was written for children of

two centuries hence, with quite a bit of selective breeding

and scientific education behind them. Personally, I think

I’m a—”
There was a double knock on the door. “Mr. Weber.”

“Yes,” they both said simultaneously.

Outside, the landlady gasped and began speaking in an

uncertain voice. “Th-that gentleman is downstairs^ He’d
like to see you. Shall I tell him you’re in?”

“No, I’m not at home,” said the double.

“Tell him I left an hour ago,” said Sam at exactly the

same moment.
There was another, longer gasp and the sound of foot-

steps receding hurriedly.

“That’s one clever way to handle a situation,” Sam’s
facsimile exploded. “Couldn’t you keep your mouth shut?

The poor woman’s probably gone off to have a fit.”

“You forget that this is my room and you are just an
experiment that went wrong,” Sam told him hotly. “I

have just as much right, in fact more right . . . hey, what
do you think you’re doing?”

The other had thrown open the closet door and was
stepping into a pair of pants. “Just getting dressed. You
can wander around in the nude if you find it exciting, but
I want to look a bit respectable.”

“I undressed to take my measurements ... or your
measurements. Those are my clothes, this is my room—”

“Look, take it easy. You could never prove it in a court

of law. Don’t make me go into that cliche about what’s

yours is mine and so forth.”

Heavy feet resounded through the hall. They stopped
outside the room. Cymbals seemed to clash all around
them and there was a panic-stricken sense of unendurable
heat. Then shrill echoes fled into the distance. The walls

stopped shuddering.

Silence and a smell of burning wood.
They whirled in time to see a terribly tall, terribly old

man in a long black overcoat walking through the smold-
ering remains of the door. Much too tall for the entrance,

he did not stoop as he came in; rather he drew his head
down into his garment and shot it up again. Instinctively,

they, moved close together.

His eyes, all shiny black iris without any whites, were
set back deep in the shadow of his head. They reminded
Sam Weber of the scanners on the Biocalibrator: they
tabulated, deduced, rather than saw.

“I was afraid I would be too late,” he rumbled at last

in weird, clipped tones. “You have already duplicated
yourself, Mr. Weber, making necessary unpleasant re-

arrangements. And the duplicate has destroyed the dis-

assembleator. Too bad. I shall have to do it manually.
An ugly job.”

He came further into the room until they could almost
breathe their fright upon him. “This affair has already
dislocated four major programs, but we had to move in
accepted cultural grooves and be absolutely certain of the
recipient’s identity before we could act to withdraw the
set. Mrs. Lipanti’s collapse naturally stimulated emergency
measures.”

The duplicate cleared his throat. “You are—?”
“Not exactly human. A humble civil servant of pre-

cision manufacture. I am Census Keeper for the entire

twenty-ninth oblong. You see, your set was intended for

the Thregander children who are on a field trip in this

oblong. One of the Threganders who has a Weber chart

requested the set through' a chrondromos which, in an

attempt at the supernormal, unstabled without camupli-

cating. You therefore received the package instead. Un-
fortunately, the unstabling was so complete that we were

forced to locate you by indirect methods.”

The Census Keeper paused and Sam’s double hitched

his pants nervously. Sam wished he had anything—even

a fig leaf—to cover his nakedness. He felt like a character

in the Garden of Eden trying to build up & logical case

for apple eating.

“We will have to recover the set, of course,” the staccato

thunder continued, “and readjust any discrepancies it has

caused. Once the matter has been cleared up, however,

your life will be allowed to resume its normal progression.

Meanwhile, the problem is which of you is the original

Sam Weber?”
“I am,” they both quavered—and turned to glare at each

other.

“Difficulties,” the old man rumbled. He sighed like an
arctic wind. “I always have difficulties! Why can’t I ever

have a simple case like a carnuplicator?”

“Look here,” the duplicate began. “The original will

be—”
“Less unstable and of better emotional balance than the

replica,” Sam interrupted. “Now, it seems—”
“That you should be able to tell the difference,” the

other concluded breathlessly. “From what you see and
have seen of us, can’t you decide which is the more valid

member of society?”

Wha, a pathetic confidence, Sam thought, the fellow

was trying to display! Didn’t he know he was up against

someone who could really discern mental differences?

This was no fumbling psychiatrist of the present; here was

a creature who could see through externals to the most
coherent personality beneath.

“I can, naturally. Now, just a moment.” He studied

them carefully, his eyes traveling with judicious leisure

up and down their bodies. They waited, fidgeting, in a

silence that pounded.

“Yes,” the old man said at last. “Yes. Quite.”

He walked forward.

A long thin arm shot out.

He started to disassemble Sam Weber.

“But listennnnn—” began Weber in a yell that turned

into a high scream and died in a liquid mumble.

“It would be better for your sanity if you didn’t watch,”

the Census Keeper suggested.

The duplicate exhaled slowly, turned away and began

to button a shirt. Behind him the mumbling continued,

rising and falling in pitch.

“You see.,” came the clipped, rumbling accents, “it’s

not the gift we’re afraid of letting you have—it’s the prin-

ciple involved. Your civilization isn’t ready for it. You
understand.”

“Perfectly,” replied the counterfeit Weber, knotting

Aunt Maggie’s blue and red tie. END

CHILD'S PLAY, by William Tenn, originally published in THE
MAGAZINE OF FANTASY AND SCIENCE FICTION. Copy-
right, 1947, by Street & Smith, Inc.
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1.

A CHILD'S GARDEN OF FREBERG

Stan Frebetg fans will find all

the Freberg classics. here . . .

St. George and the Dragonet,

C'est Si Bon, Try, Heartbreak

Hotel, Rock around Stephen

Foster, Yellow Rose of Texas,

John and Marsha, The Great
Pretender, Rock Island Line,

Sh-Boom," and many others.

6. WET TOE IN A HOT SOCKET!

Phyllis Diller, the thinking
man's chatterbox, has swept

the country with a lot of in-

side dirt such as "Cornflakes

on the Rocks", “I'd Rather

Cha Cha Than Eat", "Thrift

Flight" and "Today Will Be
Yesterday Tomorrow." We
highly recommend Phyllis.

10. LENNY BRUCE'S INTERVIEWS

OF OUR TIMES

In addition to some more in-

comparable Lenny Bruce sick-

ness, this album has the Shorty

Pettorstein Interview—a classic

of a kind where a jazz musiciar

give a highly inarticulate analy-

sis of like the jazz scene.

BEAT
Generation

:%SJu.Q&K
M SSWr

2.

BEAT GENERATION

Twenty-six-year-old Blake

Reed is a real, genuine, sin-

cere and way-out beatnik poet.

In colleges and coffee shops

around the country—and now
on this record—he reads his

own writings on the problems

of getting and/or keeping her-

oin, religion and other basics.

3.

BEAT GENERATION JAZZ POETRY

Music and Folk Lyrics by John

Brent, Len Chandler and Hugh
Romney at the Greenwich Vil-

lage Gaslight Cafe. These bona-
fide young beatniks recite Ap-
plesauce and Peanut Butter,

A Poem for Lamont Cranston,

Nathan's Goat, and other cool

poems

4.

.THE BUTTON DOWN MIND OF
BOB NEWHART

Called "the best new comedian
of the decade" by Playboy
magazine, this exciting new
comic has included in his album:
Abe Lincoln vs. Madison Avenue
— Merchandising the Wright
Brothers and other very funny
routines.

RECORD

ALBUMS
331/3

REVOLUTIONS
PER MINUTE,

AND ALL OF
’EM OFF-BEAT

7. PETER USTINOV SPORTS CARS
The Man of a Thousand Voices

will dramatize for you . . .

Why this is the first Grand Prix

race to be held on Gibraltar

since 1 906 . . . What Fanfani

said to Fandango . . . Why
Comrade Volnikov (of the All-

Union Center of Sports and

Machinery) was on hand . . .

B. MORE CAMPUS CAPERS

If you're going to college or

used to go or wish you had or

are glad you didn't this album
will have special chuckles for

you. All in wild fidelity.

11.

DOWN TO EARTH

This is a new new new Jona-

than Winters album, including

comments on horror movies,

amateur shows, commercials,

Great White Hunters, Broad-

way musicals and the pitfalls

and pratfalls of being a Stand-

Up Comedian. Get more out of

life: listen to Winters.

12.

FLANDERS A SWANN
This “after dinner farrago" of

wild and delightfully weird
songs was called the “Small-

est, neatest and smartest revue

ever staged" in London and
was a box office smash in New
York. But, unchanged by suc-

cess, F & S are still the arro-

gant, opinionated pair.

13.

SPIKE JONES IN HI-FI

Remember how funny the fun-

ny records used to be? Well,

Spike Jones still isl'Wow' says

Slayboy, the Grave Digger's

Weekly comments, "Eeekl"

Buy it to hear a two-headed
beatnik harmonize Stephen

Foster, and countless other im-

probables.
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5. BOB NEWHART: THE BUTTON-

DOWN MIND STRIKES BACK!

This newest Newhart album
includes "Ledge Psychology"

“An Infinite Number of Mon-
keys", "Bus Drivers' School"

and other goodies recorded

live at San Francisco's hungry

i and Freddie's Club in Min-

9. LENNY BRUCE TOGETHERNESS

He's pure sickness. Here is what
the critics say about comic

Lenny Bruce: "Lenny shouldn't

be allowed in a neighborhood

crap game, much less a night

club." — Los Angeles Mirror.

"Lenny Bruce is just a fad, a
one-time-around freak attrac

tion. Hy Gardner.

14. KICK THY OWN SELF

Do you like to think you think?

Well, you haven't thought a

thought until you've heard
Brother Dave Gardner pros-

elytize sanity and humor.
("Masochism" the unbelievers

call it.) As Gardner says, "The

search is the kicks, man, and
complacency ain't it!"

5. PAT HARRINGTON JR. AS GUIDO
PANZINI

With Bill Dana, these two well-

known Steve Allen Show per-

sonalities ad lib a record qbout
which Steve says, "routines of

this type are part of the rehear-

sal routine around our show . .

.

this package will be recognized

as the funniest of the year."

GENERAL PROMOTION CO.

DEPT. H-7 BOX 6573

PHILADELPHIA 38, PA.

Please send me the records I have

checked below, for which I am
enclosing $ plus 20c per

record to cover cost of mailing.

1. A Child’s Garden

.$3.98

3. Beat Generation

.$3.98

4. The Buttondown Heart

of Bob Newhart .$3.98

5. Bob Newhart: Button-Down

Mind Strikes Back!

6. Wet Toe in a Hot

$3.98

7. Peter Ustinov vs.

Sports Cars .$4.98

8. More Campus Capers

Ill-Timed Songs .$3.49

9. Lenny Bruce,

.$4.98

10. The Wonderful World

of Jonathan Winters ..$4.98

.$4.98

12. Flanders & Swann in

B’way Hit - At The

Drop of a Hat $4.98

13. Spike Jones in Hi-Fi $3.98

14. Kick Thy Own Self .$4.98

15. Pat Harrington Jr.

at Guido Panzini .$3.98

NAME

ADDRESS ..

CITY

STATE ..

REWARD POSTER
WITH YOUR NAME ON IT
Wait till the Bounty
Hunters see this authen-
tic-looking old west jail

circular with your name
on it. Big II" x 17" size,

printed in 2 colors.

UICP UEDC GARAGE DOOR
nlMtllElO MARKERS

nan
DJI

Mi'll

X Danm mA m&
FOR TEE APPREHENSION 0?

YOUR NAME HERE

General Promotions Co.

Dept. H-7 Box 6573

Philadelphia 38, Pa.

I want the following name im-

printed:

Please send me 1 imprinted

poster. I enclose $’1.98 plus

25c for postage.

Name

Address

City Zone

For the guy and gal with everything and two cars to put
it in, here are “HIS and HER” Garage Door Markers in

beautiful mahogany. Each letter is individually die-cut and
measures 3x5 inches. Also makes perfect markers for pool

side cabanas, twin bed headboards, etc.

Please send me a

set of "His and General Promotions Co. Dept H-7

Hers” garage door Box 6573 Philadelphia 38, Pa.

markers, with ma-

hogany borders. I

have enclosed
$2.98 plus 25c for

postage and han-

dling.

Name

Address

City Zone

State

CUSTOM
MADE
NAME
PLATE
Your car is as per-

sonalized as your

name with this
good-looking cus-

tom-made gold-

tone metal name
plate on your dash-

board) Measuring

2V4 inches in

length, it's self-ad-

hesive to stick firm-

ly in place in any
kind of climate on
any kind of road.

General Promotions Co. Dept. H-7

Box 6573 Philadelphia 38, Pa.

Please send me a custom-made gold-tone

metal name plate. I have enclosed $1.00

plus 25c for postage and handling.

Name —
Address

City ... Zone

State
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IMAGINE
YOU

STARRING
IN A MOVIE
WITH JAYNE
MANSFIELD
Imagine how impressed
your friends will be when
they see your name given
top billing with Jayne
Mansfield on this beautiful
full-color, 17 x 28" movie
poster. Here’s a real
beauty for your bar, den,

office or even bedroom. Also
makes a truly personalized
gift for your “star-struck”

friends! Movie poster im-
printed with your name or

any other name you give

us for only $2.98.

Please send me
1 imprinted
poster. I en-

close $2.98
plus 25* for

postage.

Please send me
2 posters with

2 different
names imprint-

ed. I enclose

$5.75 plus 25*

for postage.

I want the following name(s) imprinted:

General Promotions Co. Dept. H-7

Box 6573 Philadelphia 38, Pa.

Name —
Address

City Zone

State

FUNNY BALLANTINE
BOOKS

Do you think about Nikita
Khruschev? The U-2? Here are

books that will get

your mind off of all that Welt-
shmerz.

TITLES to* EACH -THREE FOR $1.50
THE
WORLD
OF LI l

ABNER
Ai

Capp't
fani

GENERAL PROMOTION CO. DEPT. H-7 BOX 6573 PHILA 38, PA

Please send me the titles checked. I have enclosed $n NJMIUG
L-1 Name

Address

City...~ - Zone.

State -

Do you have a little

nephew you would like

to see fly away like

in this picture?

This monster balloon inflates to

a ridiculous size (do it with a vacuum-

cleaner) and only costs $2.00 plus 50* for handling.

General Promotions Co. Dept. H-7 Box 6573 Philadelphia 38, Pa.

Please send me
giant balloon de-

flated (sorry, air

not included) for

which I have en-

closed $2.50

Name .-.

Address

City Zone

State

Eve hangs out the wash.

WHICH REMINDS USBACK
ISSUES OF HELP ARE AVAILABLE

HELP #3 HELP *4

GENERAL PROMOTIONS CO.

DEPT *7 — BOX 6573

PHILADELPHIA 38, PA.

Please send me the back issues

of HELP! that I nave checked.

I have enclosed 50* tor each

issue checked.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY ZONE.



SOME PEOPLE NEED HELP! 1426 E. WASHINGTON LANE

PHILADELPHIA 38, PENNA.

As a matter of fact — the whole world needs Help! send help! i have enclosed $4.00 for

Maybe the Kennedy administration will be able to one vear (12 issues
)

of HELP!

turn the trick — But you can’t be sure. One absolutely name

guaranteed foolproof method of getting HELP! is to address

subscribe. For $4.00 you can get a whole year of Help! CITY

and that’s more than the State Department can get. state



What’s Tom Poston doing here?

You can only find out in Help!


